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國立政治大學英國語文學系碩士班 

碩士論文提要 

論文名稱：圖像素養融入多模態寫作:以臺灣高中英語課程為例之個案分析 

指導教授：黃怡萍 博士 

研究生：陳佩如 

論文提要內容： 

現有文獻指出圖像素養融入多模態寫作能夠促進圖像素養之發展和寫作能力的提

升。然而，多數文獻多專注於以英語為母語或第二外語之兒童的故事寫作(Mill, 2014; 

Vasudevan & Bateman, 2010; Wiseman, Mäkinen, & Kupiainen , 2016)，且寫作作品多停

留在句子的程度而未發展成具有結構性的完整段落。因此，本研究旨在探討台灣高中

生圖像素養之發展，以及了解圖像的使用和圖像素養如何與學生創作的過程互動，特

別是描述文和敘述文。  

為了深度刻畫學生圖像素養之發展和圖像與多模態創作之互動，本研究採用質化

個案研究方法。本研究透過問卷、觀課紀錄、反思日誌、文件與創作，和訪談逐字稿

蒐集兩位研究參與者的資料，並且使用 VLC rubric (Bowen, 2017) 和 six-step 

framework ( Braun & Clarke, 2006)來分析研究資料。 

研究結果顯示兩位參與者的圖像素養在課程中有進步，但部分的能力因為不同圖

像特質而未展現操縱式的圖像思考。圖像在學生設計的過程能夠促進學生聯想和決定

題目，在產出過程中幫助學生組織和編排內容，在報告分享多模態創作中幫助讀者預

測主題或是更加準確理解文字內容。然而，不同的圖像角色在不同寫作文體中的使用

必須要有特定的圖像思考能力才能體現。結果也顯示圖像素養和多模態寫作能夠加深

彼此的發展。本文最後建議讓學生接觸不同素材的圖像以發展圖像素養，也建議將圖

像素養融入多模態寫作課中，才能讓學生充分發揮圖像之始使用，也創作出更好的多

模態寫作作品。 

 關鍵字: 多模態寫作、圖像素養、課程設計 
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Abstract 

 Prior research shows students’ visual literacy and writing ability can be improved under 

the multimodal writing course involving visual literacy instruction. However, most research 

is targeted at ESL children’s stories (Mill, 2014; Vasudevan & Bateman, 2010; Wiseman, 

Mäkinen, & Kupiainen, 2016) at the sentence level without further developing into structured 

paragraphs. Thus, the current study attempted to explore EFL senior high students’ 

development of visual literacy and see how visual and visual literacy interact with the 

composing process of multimodal writing in different genres such as descriptive and narrative 

paragraph.  

To provide insightful understanding of students’ development of visual literacy and how 

their use of visual in multimodal writing involved their demonstration of visual literacy, a 

qualitative descriptive case study approach was adopted. Two participants’ data from 

questionnaires, observations, reflective journals, documents and artifacts, and individual 

semi-structured interviews across sixteen-week classes were analyzed through Bowen’s 

(2017) VLC rubric and Braun & Clarke’s (2006) six-step framework. 

The results found that two participants’ visual literacy improved across the time in this 

course but different visual in different genres required different visual thinking abilities, and 

they did not demonstrate manipulation of visual thinking for every kind of visual stimuli. As 

for the role of visual in multimodal writing, it enabled students to make association and 

decide the topic in the designing process, and it helped organize and sequence the contents in 

the producing process. In the presenting process, visual made readers understand their text 

better as a content predictor or confirmer. However, the use of visual in multimodal writing 

required certain visual thinking ability for different genres. The results also showed that 

visual literacy and multimodal writing reinforce each other. Finally, it is suggested that 

students should be exposed to various kinds of visual stimuli to develop visual thinking 
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competency fully and that visual literacy-instruction should be taught along with the 

multimodal writing so that students can make use of visual and demonstrate better 

multimodal writing.   

  

Keywords: multimodal writing, visual literacy, course design  
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CHAPTER 1   

INTRODUCTION 

      In this 21st-century digital era, the demand for literacy has changed as with the rapid 

shift of sociocultural and technological landscape (Bowen, 2017) and with the increasing use 

of visuals in the current visually saturated society. This trend has an impact on language 

learning and creates demands for New Literacy, which can also be called multiliteracies 

(Mills & Exley, 2014). In the past, the traditional view of literacy is absolute and limited only 

in reading and writing abilities for print-based texts. From the perspective of multiliteracies, 

however, literacy interplays with social contexts and is considered as a social practice that 

relate people, groups, and community (The New London Group, 1996). Multiliteracies not 

only promote multiple literacies that “associate with different domains of life,” (Barton and 

Hamilton, 2000, p.11) such as media, music, computer, visual literacies, and so forth, but also 

entails multimodality—social practice of meaning making with multiple modes or semiotic 

resources. 

      Under the impetus of visual and the entailment from multiliteracies, multimodality 

gains pedagogical importance in reading and writing courses and is encouraged to be 

incorporated into curricula with various literacies (Jewitt, 2005, 2009; Kress, 2003; 

O'Halloran, 2011; Unsworth, 2001). Among various literacies, visual literacy, the ability to 

interpret and create visual messages, gains as much importance as other literacies under 

prevalent use of visuals in social and technological platforms such as Facebook, Instagram, 

Twitter, and YouTube. Visual literacy is similar to traditional literacy in the view of reading 

and producing meaning for communicative purposes, but is different in the way of thinking 

involving pictures, images or videos. Visual literacy requires a high level of thinking abilities 

that emphasizes critically interpreting, evaluating, and analyzing visual messages, and also 

producing visual communication through the understanding of meaning making. Research 
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shows that visuals help improve students’ motivations (Darrington & Dousay, 2015; Lee, 

2014), and provide a means for structure students’ multimodal writing of a story (Ranker 

2009). With the instruction of visual literacy, children’s critical thinking about visuals and 

exploration of meaning-making can also be improved (Lopatovska, 2016a; Lopatovska, 

2016b; Pantaleo, 2013).  

      Though various studies integrate visuals in the multimodal writing, they tend to either 

focus on the efficacy towards writing or the development of visual literacy. Not all of them 

shed light on the development of visual literacy in writing or the connection between visual 

literacy and writing. Besides, most research is conducted in ESL kindergarten (Lopatovska, 

2016a; Lopatovska, 2016b) or elementary school (Mill, 2014; Ntelioglou, 2014; Ranker 

2009; Vasudevan & Bateman, 2010; Wiseman, Mäkinen, & Kupiainen , 2016), and students 

seemed to have limited development of visual literacy due to their limited development 

within these ages. What is more, most research is about story writing, and little research has 

focused on paragraph and structured writing in different genres probably because young 

learners’ limited ability to write structured and longer paragraphs. Since senior high students 

may develop higher visual literacy than children and have higher ability to write more 

complex paragraphs in different genres, how senior high students’ visual thinking ability 

interact with multimodal writings and how they draw upon visuals in multimodal writings 

with different genres need more investigation. Finally, the twelve-year curriculum guideline 

(Ministry of Education, 2014) in Taiwan suggested to incorporate “core competency” such as 

“the use of symbols and communicative expression,” and multiliteracies into different 

subjects in the formative courses to cultivate students’ basic competencies in different stages. 

Important as it is, these guidelines are only suggested but not compulsory ones, and there are 

difficulties for teachers to design and implement integrated competency-based curriculum. 

Thus, pedagogical implication for the incorporation of visual literacy into an English writing 
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course is needed.  

      In order to fill in the gaps, this research was conducted for the purpose of finding out 

students’ development of visual literacy under the integration of visual-literacy and 

multimodal writing based instruction, and revealing the role of visual and visual thinking in 

learners’ structured and paragraph writing in different genres, including descriptive and 

narrative paragraph.  

      This thesis intends to propose a pedagogical design which imbeds visual literacy into 

English writing course for Taiwanese students in senior high school and the promotion of 

visual literacy in students’ multimodal writing in a hope that it could give pedagogical 

implications for practitioners in charge of writing courses. 
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CHAPTER 2   

LITERATURE REVIEW 

      This chapter attempts to address the principles of multimodal writing approach, 

discuss of the role of visuals in multimodal writing, reveal what visual literacy and visual-

literacy instruction are, and review some research that incorporate both multimodal writing 

and visual literacy. In the final part of the literature review, the research gap will be identified 

and research questions will be presented.  

 

Multimodal Writing Approach 

      Multimodal writing approach adopts social semiotic theory which believes that 

meaning is from “social environments and in interactions” (Kress, 2010, p.54), and that sign 

exists in all modes, while language is one of the modes for meaning making and is seen as a 

social practice as other modes (The New London Group, 1996). According to Jewitt (2009), 

multimodality values sign-makers’ “situated use of modal resources” (p. 30) in creating 

intended meanings. That is to say meaning making involves sign-makers’ social interests 

represented by sign-makers’ choices of recourses and the expressions they want to make in a 

given context (Kress, 2005). The goal of using multimodal writing approach is to have 

students explore the meaning-making process and prompt them to use multiple semiotic 

resources that are culturally shaped and inextricably link to meanings and form (Kress, 2003; 

2005). Accordingly, students under multimodal approach play the roles of social agents and 

sign-makers who organize communication through selecting semiotic recourses.  

      Apart from accounting for various resources, there are two essential elements in 

multimodal writing, i.e., authentic audience and students’ collaboration (Edwards-Groves, 

2011). First, students need to have a clear purpose of writing and the target audience. In 

multimodal composing process, students will be aware of how the audience perceive or 
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interpret their work, which may influence their design. Also, bearing audience in mind when 

composing is also an interacting process with the audience, and students need to learn that 

everyone has their own way of understanding and interpreting the same sign. Second, 

although writing is often considered as individual work, multimodal writing values 

collaboration in the learning process. Students’ talk, interaction and consultation with others 

facilitate their meaningful writing (Edwards-Groves, 2011), and develop the concept that 

meanings are co-constructed.  

      The multimodal meaning making process is dynamic and discursive in construction 

and so does multimodal writing. Multimodal writing is not a linear process of planning, 

drafting, revising, editing and publishing, but a recursive movement among these phases. 

Aside from the process, we also need to consider the incorporation of “designing, producing, 

and presenting” as the key elements in multimodal writing (Edwards-Groves, 2011, p.62). 

Design is the planning process of the arrangement for the multiplicity of texts to achieve 

certain purpose (Rowsel& Decoste, 2012). Students will have to think about what meaning, 

emotion, or opinion they want to express and how to express their ideas through the 

arrangement of the modes designing. During producing, they may also go back to planning 

and designing processes and the different modes may create new ideas. Finally, students will 

have the opportunity to present their multimodal writing and thus they could articulate their 

design rationale or the meaning-making process, and their products have chances to be read 

by authentic audience with more interactive process and better understanding of 

multimodality.  

      Finally, multimodal writing emphasizes not only interpersonal interaction but also 

interaction with other disciplines. It can be integrated with other subjects, or incorporated into 

curricula with various literacies (Jewitt, 2005; 2009; Kress, 2003; O'Halloran, 2011; 

Unsworth, 2001). For example, multimodality is often incorporated with technology or media 
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literacy because technology can facilitate creating a meaningful text with various modes, and 

technology is a key tool for learners to enact multimodal and interactive writing (McGrail & 

Behizadeh, 2017). Though this research does not emphasize technology and media literacy, 

some of the students’ multimodal writings were accomplished through the use of computers 

and internet so as to explore and utilize more resources. Figure 1 summarized principles for 

multimodal writing approach. 

 

Figure 1. Principles for multimodal writing approach 

 

In this study, the course adopted visuals and texts for students to explore the meaning-

making process, the role of visuals, and the relationships between visual and writing. The 

following paragraphs discuss the role of visuals in multimodal writing.  

 

Visuals in Multimodal Writing 

      Multimodal writing considers other modes such as visual other than text as 

important ways to make meanings instead of seeing them as alternatives or substitutes to 

texts. Most research about multimodal writing involves the use of verbal mode and visual 

mode. For example, Tseng (2014) conducted a case study of an EFL college student’s 

meaning-making in a film proposal that involved persuasive writing and an advertising poster 

for the promotional genre. The result showed that the participant was able to apply visual 
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composition of spatial arrangement, color, and salience to make meanings, and she was 

capable of writing with the structure of a proposal. The interplay of visual and verbal modes 

also helped her add creativity in the film proposal.  

Research has shown that visuals not only help students improve their writings but also 

increase their confidences. Lee (2014) investigated how art-integrated multimodal projects 

influenced two low-level Taiwanese undergraduates’ writing and confidence by a 

longitudinal qualitative case study. Students used photos, drawings, and pictures to support 

their writings including online reading responses to literature, first-person narratives, and 

digital storytelling. The result showed that both low-achieving and low-motivation learners’ 

writing improved, so did their confidence and motivation in learning English. In students’ 

writing, images were used to support writings while texts sometimes served to explain the 

photos, which made writings less challenging for the two students. This finding also indicates 

that images and texts can interact and enrich each other in students’ writing. Also, in Oskoz 

& Elola’s (2016) research about digital storytelling in a writing class, images helped ESL 

undergraduates to express their emotions and sometimes substituted some words in which the 

meanings can be expressed through visuals. Visual in multimodal writing in the two studies 

are treated as a mode that help students to express meanings when language competency is 

not sufficient or the image itself shows the meaning and substitutes words. However, visuals 

are not just expressing messages, but transmitting values, opinions, attitudes, belief, and 

arguments. Students need not only to explore multimodal meaning making but also think 

critically about visuals so that they can express not just the surface meanings but also values 

or arguments behind those images. In other words, students also need training in visual 

thinking ability in a multimodal writing class.  
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Visual Literacy and Visual-Literacy Instruction 

      Visual literacy is a cognitive ability to critically read and create visuals, including 

photographs, illustrations, paintings, electronic images and so forth. For reading, it is the 

ability to imagine possibilities, utilize contextual clues to interpret the message, evaluate the 

relationship of visual elements, integrate and synthesize the pieces into whole. Learners will 

be able to reveal the underlying message, opinion, or argument of the pictures, instead of 

simply looking at the surface meaning superficially. It is a higher thinking ability that 

requires “analysis, evaluation, synthesis and prediction” (Bowen, 2017, p.710). As for 

creating, learners should be capable of creating visual grammar by using rhetoric concepts 

with the ability to articulate one’s reason or rationale (Avgerinou & Pettersson, 2011; Bowen, 

2017; Lundy & Stephens, 2015; Kress, 2003). Though people nowadays are highly exposed 

to visuals, visual thinking ability cannot be acquired simply by living in the visual world. It is 

a learned competency with a set of developing skills and brain’s capacity to be built over time 

through experiences, interaction with visual environment, ongoing training, and instructions 

step by step (Baylen & D'alba, 2015; Cordell, 2015; Westraadt, 2016). It has been proved that 

through instruction with visuals such as artwork or photograph, learners’ visual literacy can 

be improved (Baylen & D'alba, 2015; Lopatovska, 2016a; 2016b; Westraadt, 2016), but 

children seemed to have limited development for understanding and interpreting abstract 

elements (Lopatovska, 2016b). For further development of children’s visual literacy, it is a 

skill needs to be cultivated over time with one knowledge built on the previous one. As for 

adult leaner, Huang (2015) investigated Taiwanese university students’ critical media literacy 

in the genre of film. The result showed that students were able to identify power relationships 

and recognized the ideologies based on their analysis of multimodal clues such as images, 

gestures and sounds of the films. 

The goal of visual-literacy instruction is to cultivate students’ visual thinking and the 
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ability to deconstruct and construct visuals. Students are considered as consumers and active 

consumers of visual media, and creators or producers of visual grammar, while teachers are 

facilitators or co-learners (Baylen & D'alba, 2015; Flynt & Brozo, 2010; Lundy & Stephens, 

2015). Visual-literacy instruction values authentic learning, connecting pedagogical learning 

to the real world and relating to the students’ own experiences for exploring the meaning. It 

also emphasizes interpersonal relationships and collaboration within or outside the classroom 

through technology to explore and create visual messages. It is also suggested that visual 

literacy can be incorporated with other disciplines (Avgerinou & Pettersson, 2011). Figure 2 

summarizes principles for visual-literacy instruction.  

 

Figure 2. Principles for visual-literacy instruction 

 

The Incorporation of Visual Literacy and Multimodal Writing 

The above literature review shows both visual literacy and multimodal writing value 

meaning-making process with resources. According to Rowsel& Decoste (2012), drawing on 

different resources also invited new ways of thinking and learning. Some studies investigated 

the integration of the visual literacy and multimodal writing to find out how they provide a 

way to engage learners’ design of different modes, resources, and elements in writing, and 

they revealed that the incorporation helped the improvement of both visual thinking and 

writing skills. For example, Ranker (2009) investigated how the import of visuals transforms 
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ESL children’s multimodal composing through seven-month composing events. The result 

indicates that children are able to use books as resources for visual meanings and transform 

the resources to their composing. The research also discovered that children’s thinking 

process of dividing a series of drawings physically into frames contributed to their structure 

of writing. They wrote one sentence for each drawing and the physical arrangement of the 

papers with drawings decided their sequence of sentences. Also, Pantaleo (2013) investigated 

an ESL sixth grader’s development of visual literacy through reading visual elements in 

picture books and graphic novels, and creating multimodal text. The participant applied the 

knowledge of color, typography, object size, and framing that she learned from visual 

analysis to design a graphic novel that was composed of phrases, sentences and drawings. It 

also revealed that the participant was equipped with the ability to articulate her design 

rationale, showing her understanding of meaning making through the training. Similarly, 

Wiseman et al. (2016) developed ESL children’s literacy through photograph and multimodal 

writing. The research reveals that photography helps children develop ideas and add details to 

story writings. Finally, Sarar (2016) designed a writing class based on semiotics analysis 

theory of artwork for 7th graders in Turkey to improve students’ reading and essay writing 

skills in the language of Turkish. After receiving instructions on semiotics analysis with the 

concept of signified and signifier, the posttests showed that semiotic analysis-based writing 

activities arouse students’ awareness of multimodality, which further improved students’ 

writing skills through viewing the topic in various perspectives and identifying messages.  

     Previous research has found that multimodal writing and visual literacy interact with 

each other. It shows that the cultivation of visual literacy helps students’ writing in terms of 

planning the structure, adding details of the story, and better understanding of the topic. 

However, the focus of previous research was mostly about the benefit of visual literacy 

instruction on students’ narrative writing and participants in previous studies were mainly 
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ESL kindergarten or elementary school students whose multimodal writings stayed at phrase 

and sentence levels corresponding to the pictures of the story. Their writings tend to be 

phrases or sentences that explained the picture without the form of a paragraph. Little 

research concerns EFL senior high students’ development of visual literacy and the role of 

visual in students’ multimodal paragraph writing with different genres. According to Kress 

(2003), in social theory, genre is not about the content but concerns “who acts (and) in 

relation to whom, with the question of purposes” (p.84). Seeing that multimodal writing is 

considered the product of social practices, how the participants’ interaction involves structure 

and genre with visual mode and verbal mode need to be shed light on. Given that the genre of 

English paragraph is conventionalized structure and patterns repeatedly used (Tardy, 2012), 

with different features and purposes in different genres (Lam, 2011, March), the role of visual 

might be different in EFL senior high students’ multimodal meaning-making process of 

composing longer and structured paragraphs in different genres.  

Among various genres for writing, descriptive and narrative paragraphs are selected to 

be explored due to the basic level of EFL beginning writers and the necessity based on the 

12-year basic curriculum guideline (MOE, 2016; National Academic for Educational 

Research, 2017). All in all, this thesis intends to explore senior high students’ development of 

visual literacy and its interaction with genre writing. The followings are the three research 

questions this research intends to address: 

1. What is EFL senior high students’ development of visual literacy under the multimodal 

approach and visual-literacy based instruction across time? 

2. How do the participants use visuals in their multimodal structured writings in different 

genres, including descriptive and narrative paragraphs? 

3. How does the participants’ visual literacy interact with their composing of multimodal 

writing? 
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CHAPTER 3   

METHODOLOGY 

Research Design 

      In order to gain thick and deep understanding of EFL senior high students’ 

development of visual literacy and its interaction with the production of multimodal writing, 

a qualitative descriptive case study (Yin, 2003) was adopted in this study. According to Yin 

(2003), the purpose of adopting the descriptive case study is to present detailed and 

contextualized understanding of a phenomenon. This study intended to understand students’ 

development of visual literacy and the role of visual literacy in multimodal genre writing 

under the context of a multimodal writing course integrated with visual-literacy instruction in 

a senior high school in Taiwan. Detailed descriptions of students’ development of visual 

literacy and how students perceive the role of visual and visual literacy in their multimodal 

writing were presented. According to Merriam (1998), every case has its’ ‘bounded system’ 

that the researcher wants to explore (p.9). In this research, the boundary of case is individual. 

Two students in multimodal writing class in senior high school in Taiwan were selected as 

participants, that is, there are two cases being studied in this thesis.  

 

Context & Participants 

      This study was conducted in an after-school English Writing Course in a public senior 

high school in northern part of Taiwan. Students in this class had few writing experiences and 

little training of visual literacy. Most students only had the experiences of writing phrases or 

translating sentences. They had never learned the structure of an English paragraph or genres, 

and they did not have chances to systematically learn English writing in formal classes. As 

for students’ visual literacy, though they commonly used social media such as Facebook or 
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Instagram, where they are exposed to a large amount of visuals outside of the classroom, they 

had never received visual literacy training in school. The school was highly supportive to let 

students learn English in an after-school class to improve students’ general English 

competency and writing ability. The administrators of the school also encouraged students’ 

exposure to English in various ways, so they also agreed the researcher to integrate visuals in 

writing.  

      There were 16 students who volunteered to sign up for the after-school to improve 

their general English ability and writing ability and they knew that this was a course 

incorporated with visual literacy before they signed up. The students’ English levels were 

around low-intermediate to intermediate on average with the age around 15 to 16 years old. 

Among the sixteen students, two students, Stanley and Frank, were selected as the cases of 

the study based on purposive sampling. Stanley and Frank were selected due to their ability to 

articulate their thoughts and reasons. Also, the researcher intended to find contrastive cases 

with different development of visual literacy and multimodal writing from the observations in 

the first five weeks for the purpose of understanding how different degree of visual literacy or 

the ability of writing may interact with how they perceive the role of visual. In other words, 

the researcher aims to explore whether the role of visual interacts differently with different 

levels of visual thinking ability and writing ability. In the cases, Stanley demonstrated higher 

English ability than Frank based on the test results from Comprehensive Assessment Program 

for Junior High School Students (CAP). Stanley had learned English for 10 years and he had 

once learned English writing, while Frank had learned English for five years without any 

training in English structured or genre writing. Based on the researcher’s observation of the 

two students’ participation in group discussions and the analysis of their worksheets and 

multimodal writings, Frank demonstrated higher visual literacy than Stanley after the five 

weeks. To sum up, Stanley had higher writing skills than Frank and Frank had better visual 
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literacy competency than Stanley, and the research intends to explore whether different 

degrees of visual literacy interact with students’ use of visual in the multimodal writing. Table 

1. Profiles of the two participants illustrates the profiles of the two participants.  

 

Table 1. Profiles of the two participants 

Pseudonyms Age 

Year of 

English 

learning 

Grade of 

English in 

CAP 

English proficiency 

Test and Result 

Visual Literacy 

Competency 

Stanley 15 10 B++ 

None 

lower 

Frank 16 5 B higher  

 

Course Design 

      In this course, the researcher was also the instructor who designed and taught the 

multimodal writing course with visual literacy. This course was from September 2018 to 

January 2019, with 16 weeks in total and one class each week. For every class, there were 

three periods with 50 minutes per period. Though there were 16 weeks, the study only took 

14 weeks and the other two weeks were used as flexible time for reviewing the school work 

and exams.  

 

Genre Writing 

The goal of this writing course is to enable students to develop the concept of structure 

of a paragraph and English writing genres. According to Tardy (2012), genre is considered as 

“forms of communication that have become conventionalized through repeated use” (p.2278). 

The genres in this research and course refer to the English structure of a paragraph, including 

descriptive and narrative. The two genres were chosen based on 12-year basic curriculum 

guidelines for Language-art— English course handbook (National Academic for Educational 

Research, 2017). The guidelines for English writing suggests teachers to teach writing step by 
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step from the structure, concept of unity and coherence, to genre writings, including 

narration, description, picture writing, letter writing, exposition and argumentation and so on. 

Due to the complexity and difficulty of the genre, it is also suggested to teach narration and 

description before exposition and argumentation and other genres. Thus, this course aimed to 

start with the structure and the genres of description and narration. Due to limitation of time, 

exposition and argumentation were not included in the syllabus for this semester.  

The teaching of English structure of a paragraph in the first five weeks was considered 

as the preparation phase before students produced individual multimodal genre writings. This 

phase was to build students’ knowledge about the structure and multimodal ways of thinking 

with the examples of both descriptive and narrative paragraphs with visuals. The students had 

some practices of paragraph writing during this phase. After the sixth week was the second 

phase in which the students learned two genres. The first genre, descriptive paragraph, was 

divided in two focuses— description on person and description on scenery, which were 

taught in weeks 6 to 8, and 9 to 11 respectively. The second genre, narrative, focused on 

telling ones’ own stories and personal reflection under the topic of gender issue during week 

13 to 15. Table 2. Phase of the course.  

 

Table 2. Phase of the course 

 

 

      In every genre, students were taught the structure of the genre, read sample 

multimodal writings of the genre, and finally created their own multimodal writings in about 

150 to 200 words with images or photos. During the process, they also practiced analyzing 
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pictures and figuring out the intended meaning or purposes before their actual design of 

visuals. For a detailed descriptions of the design of this course, please refer to Appendix A for 

the syllabus and Appendix B for detailed course description. 

Multimodal Writing Approach 

      The course design adopted multimodal approach and visual-literacy based instruction 

to teach students structured writing in different genres. For multimodal writing approach, 

first, the course followed the principles of having students explore meaning-making process. 

Students explored the relationship between text and visual by reading and creating a 

multimodal text with both words and pictures. The pictures were mainly created by taking 

photos or using free online resources such as Flaticon or Freepik to find images. Second, 

according to Edwards-Groves (2011), multimodal meaning making process is dynamic and 

discursive in construction which demands the incorporation of “designing, producing, and 

presenting” (p. 62). Thus, the course also included cycles of processing in every genre. 

Students are the agents who organize communication through selecting semiotic recourses 

(Kress, 2005) in “designing” and “producing” sessions, and expressing themselves in 

“presentation.” 

Multimodal writing also emphasizes cooperation. Though every student created their 

own multimodal writing, all the trainings of reading visuals were group work, and they co-

constructed writing in a group as practices before they made their own. When they were 

designing, they could discuss with classmates. During students’ deconstructing and 

constructing process, the instructor played the role of a facilitator who stimulated students’ 

discussion and also a consultant who gave suggestions or assistance upon request.  

In this course, the two participants, Stanley and Frank, happened to be in the same group 

and in the group discussion or group work, they discussed mainly in Chinese with some code-

switching into English when discussing the word choice for writing.  
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Visual Literacy Instruction 

The researcher intended to cultivate students’ visual thinking ability, so she adopted 

principles for visual literacy instruction. First, students were provided chances to analyze and 

create visuals to develop their visual literacy competency (Avgerinou & Pettersson, 2011; 

Bowen, 2017). Second, visual literacy instruction encourages students’ cooperation and co-

construction of meaning (Bowen, 2017), and thus the students in this course worked in 

groups to analyze visuals. Finally, according to Bowen (2017), every visual can be interpreted 

in multiple ways; thus, instead of providing answers as an authority, the instructor played the 

role of a facilitator or co-learners (Baylen & D'alba, 2015). 

Since the course incorporated genre teaching and multimodal writing, the teaching of 

visual literacy was taught along with genre and multimodal writing. Students were exposed to 

visuals for description and narration corresponding to the genre they were learning and they 

wrote their analysis or create visual in a certain genre as illustrated in Table 3. Incorporation 

of visual literacy and multimodal writing with genres 

 

Table 3. Incorporation of visual literacy and multimodal writing with genres  
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As for the procedure, each genre included visual analysis activity, creation of visual for 

multimodal writing, and presentation of visuals as illustrated in Figure 3. First, in the reading 

visuals activities, in order to let the students interpret the visuals based on clues and reasons, 

the instructor would ask questions such as “What does the color tones tell you about the dog’s 

personality?” and “How do the elements in the picture show the dog’s life experiences?” 

Students would analyze in groups with the guiding questions. After finishing reading visual, 

the instructor asked each group to share their interpretation of visuals with reasons in order to 

cultivate their ability to articulate their rationales and to let them understand the possibility of 

meaning creation. During the process, the instructor pointed out the similarities and 

differences of each group’s analysis and students could understand that people had their own 
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perspectives to look at a picture and there were multiple ways to interpret the same visuals.  

 

 

Figure 3. Procedure for visual literacy instruction 

 

In the next week, students were asked to create visual for their multimodal writing with 

the use of online resources provided by the instructor, including Flaticon and Freepik. In the 

designing process, the instructor asked students to think about their purpose of creating visual 

and the main idea they intended to express. For example, in description of oneself, the 

instructor asked students to figure out the items that could represent who they were. They 

could talk about personality, interests, habits, hobbies, etc. There was no limitation or certain 

format to follow and students could create in any way they like based on their designing 

rationale.  

Finally, students presented their visual to the class and their classmates could guess the 

intended meanings of the creators with the use of social media, Facebook. Each student 

would look at least one classmate’s creation and write down comments. The students could 

know how the readers interpret their visuals and knew whether they expressed themselves 

clearly through the visual. Detailed descriptions of the visual activities be found in Appendix 

A and B. Table 4 summarizes the instruction for the procedure in visual literacy activities.  
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Table 4. Procedure and instruction for visual literacy activities  

Procedure  Visual analysis 

activity 

Visual creation for 

multimodal writing 

Visual 

presentation 

Instruction  The instructor gave 

directions for 

students to analyze 

visuals with clues 

and reasons 

 Each group shared 

interpretations with 

reasons. 

 The instructor 

pointed out 

similarities and 

differences of each 

group’s 

interpretation. 

 Students should 

create visual 

based on their 

designing 

rationale with 

clear purpose 

and intended 

meaning. 

 No limitation or 

assigned format 

to follow in 

creating visuals. 

 Students 

presented 

visuals and 

audience 

commented 

through 

Facebook.  

 

 

Data Collection and Procedure 

 Five data collection methods were used, including questionnaire, observation, reflective 

journal, documents and artifacts, and individual interviews of the two selected participants. 

The following paragraphs explain the five methods of data collection.  

 

Questionnaire 

      Two kinds of questionnaires were distributed at the beginning of the course and at the 

end of the course respectively. The former questionnaire aims to understand the two students’ 

background information, including their English proficiency, English writing experience, 

writing difficulties, and sources of reading visuals. This information gave the researcher ideas 

about students’ levels of English and their conceptualization of visual literacy. The second 

questionnaire the two participants was used as the interview prompt.  
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Observation 

      Classroom observations were conducted for nine times during the teaching and 

learning cycles of designing, producing, and presenting of every genre. Since students sat in 

groups, the researcher firstly focused on group responses to the discussions. After getting 

more familiar with the students, she particularly focused on the two selected participants’ 

reactions and thoughts. A video-camera was set in front of the classroom for a clearer view of 

the whole-class students’ discussion for the first five weeks before the researcher decided the 

selection of the participants, while the researcher made observation from the stage or walked 

around from group to group. After the participants were selected, the focus of observations 

and the camera were targeted at the two participants’ participation in activities, discussions, 

composing process, and presentations about visuals and their design of multimodal writing. 

The record included the participants’ explanations of how they interpreted visuals and how 

they produced multimodal writing in order to understand their development of visual literacy 

and how they perceived visuals in writing. During the observation, the researcher also made 

field notes about time, space, activity, event, act, object and comments or memos. Since the 

researcher was also the instructor of the course, she was busy teaching or answering students’ 

questions and thus might overlook some important events that a researcher would need to be 

aware of. To avoid omissions, the researcher made records and took notes during the break 

time or after the class. With the help of videotape, she was able to review and check whether 

she had missed important events during the class and whether she would need to make up for 

the missing data. 

  

Reflective Journal 

      Students were asked to keep a reflective journal for their learning and thoughts about 

multimodal writing and visual literacy in the journal for four times. They wrote their 

reflection after they learned the structure of a paragraph in the 5th week, two descriptive 
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writings in the 8th and the 11th week, and narrative writings in the 15th week. They were 

allowed to choose any language they like to write down their thoughts since the instructor 

used both English and Chinese in the class and they could refer to the contents in any of the 

two languages. The two participants’ reflective journals were mainly written in Chinese. Only 

when they referred to some of the concepts like “topic sentence or supporting sentences” 

would they used English. This data was collected to help the researcher understand the 

participants’ viewpoints about multimodal writing process and their understanding of visual 

literacy. The guidelines for their reflective journals can be found in Appendix C.  

 

Document and Artifact 

      Students’ worksheets, notes, and multimodal writing were collected by scanning their 

worksheets or saving the files in the researcher’s computer. The multimodal writing collected 

included all the genres so as to find out how they composed visuals and texts differently in 

different genres and to reveal learners’ development of visual literacy across time. 

 

Individual Interviews with the Participants 

      Individual interview was conducted to gain deep and insightful understanding of the 

two students’ perceptions of their own visual literacy and multimodal writing. The two target 

students were interviewed for three times with each time lasting for about thirty minutes to 

one hour after they finished composing multimodal writing of a genre. There was one follow-

up interview for the two participants to confirm the researcher’s understanding of their words. 

All the interviews were conducted in Chinese, the students’ mother tongue, in order to 

encourage them to speak freely without language barriers. Table 5 is the date and time for the 

interviews. 
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Table 5. Interview for the two participants  

 Interview 1 Interview 2 Interview 3 Follow-up 

interview  

Stanley 112718 

63 mins 

121218 

41 mins 

010319 

71 mins 

021119 

20 mins 

Frank 120518 

51 mins 

121918 

48 mins 

010319 

60 mins 

021119 

30 mins 

 

All the interviews were semi-structured and developed based on Carspecken’s (1996) 

interview protocol design, which included topic domains, lead-off questions, and possible 

followed-up questions. The three interviews were specifically focused on the multimodal 

genre writings that the students composed, that is, descriptive paragraphs of a person, 

descriptive paragraphs of a scenery, and narrative paragraphs respectively. The first interview 

contained two topic domains. In topic domain one, the researcher asked students to make 

retrospect on their composing process and design of multimodal writing of the first genre. In 

the second topic domain, students’ opinions on the connections between visuals and writings 

and the role of visual in the genre were explored. As for the second and third interview, the 

direction of topic domain one and two are similar to the first interview except for the genre 

the researcher focused on. Additionally, the third topic domain will be added in the last two 

interviews to understand the participants’ changes of ideas about their experience of 

composing and their perceptions of the role of visual over time. If the participants’ answers 

are not clear enough, follow-up questions will be asked to encourage them to elaborate their 

thoughts. The interview protocol for the three interviews can be found in Appendix D. Figure 

4 shows data collection at different stages.  
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Figure 4. Procedure of Data Collection 

 

Data Analysis 

      All the recordings of interviews and the discussions or presentations related to visual 

literacy or multimodal writing in the videotapes were transcribed into texts for later analysis. 

There were mainly two ways to analyze the data to answer the two research questions. First, 

in order to understand the participants’ development of visual literacy and competency across 

time, Bowen’s (2017) Visual Literacy Competency (VLC) rubric was used as an analytical 

framework. This rubric was used to understand how students analyze, recreate or create 

visual representations and their level of VLC, from recognition, identification and narration, 

manipulation and recreation, to creation and application. Table 6 presents the descriptions of 

the five levels.  
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Table 6. Visual Literacy Competency (Bowen, 2017, p.713) 

 

      Second, in order to gain understanding of how visual literacy interact with the 

students’ writing in different genres and its role, thematic analysis from Braun & Clarke’s 

(2006) six-step framework for analyzing was adopted. The researcher firstly read the 

transcripts, documents, reflective journals, and artifacts repeatedly to get familiar with all the 

data, and then generated initial codes. The coding was read across the data set to identify 

potential patterns and themes for the role of visual literacy in multimodal genre writing. After 
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defining and naming the theme, potential phenomena was identified with the examples. 

Figure 5 shows Braun & Clarke’s six-step (2006) thematic analysis. 

 

 

Figure 5. Braun & Clarke’s (2006) Thematic Analysis 

 

      As for students’ writing, the rubric designed by College Entrance Examination Center 

(2016, p.10) in Taiwan was used to evaluate the two selected participants’ writing. This rubric 

was adopted because it was the standard for EFL senior high students to reach organization, 

structure, grammar, and vocabulary in the English writing part in Taiwan. Table 7 illustrates 

description of every domain of the rubric.  

 

Table 7. Writing Rubric from College Entrance Examination Center (2016, p.10) 

Level and 

score 

Excellence/ 

Good (5-4) 

Fair 

(3) 

Poor 

(2-1) 

Very poor 

(0) 

content 

Clear topic 

(sentence) with 

specific 

examples or 

details to 

support the 

main idea. 

The topic is not 

clear enough or 

obvious. Some 

details are 

given but not 

sufficient. 

The topic is not 

clear. Most 

descriptions are 

irrelevant to the 

topic or not 

insufficient to 

support the main 

idea. 

The content 

does not reveal 

the 

development of 

the topic. No 

detains are 

given to support 

the main idea. 

organization 

Structure of the 

text is clear and 

the flow is 

smooth and 

Structure of the 

text is not clear 

enough with 

insufficient use 

Structure of the 

text is not 

obviously 

developed. The 

No 

demonstration 

of the structure. 
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logically 

connected. 

Connectors are 

appropriately 

used. 

of connectors 

and some 

missing 

information. 

text is not 

coherent with 

unsatisfactory 

use of cohesive 

devices. 

Cohesion is 

totally absent. 

Grammar, 

syntactic 

structure and 

mechanics 

(Nearly) no 

grammatical 

and mechanical 

mistakes. 

Appropriate 

and abundant 

use of the 

syntactic 

structure. 

Little 

grammatical 

and mechanical 

mistakes. The 

errors have no 

influence on the 

interpretation of 

the meaning. 

Grammatical and 

mechanical 

mistakes are 

frequently found. 

The errors make 

meaning 

obscured. 

Serious 

grammatical 

and mechanical 

mistakes. The 

errors impede 

communication 

of the meaning. 

Vocabulary 

and spelling 

Demonstrate 

accurate 

spelling and 

broad use of the 

language. 

Demonstrate 

repeated use of 

vocabulary and 

some inaccurate 

use of the 

language. 

Spelling mistakes 

and incorrect use 

of the vocabulary 

are frequently 

found, making 

misunderstanding 

of the meaning. 

Only write few 

words that 

related to the 

topic. 

 

 To ensure reliability of the analysis, one rater who is also studying for an M.A. in 

TESOL was invited to analyzed the two students’ multimodal writing with the researcher. To 

increase inter-rater reliability, the two raters including the researcher firstly discussed the 

rubric together to ensure proper understanding of the description and standards. During the 

analyzing process, the two raters corrected to students’ writings separately and individually. 

Then, they compared the results to see whether there were discrepancies. When the 

differences were found, they discussed before reached an agreement about the levels based on 

the rubric. As for intra-rater reliability, the research read and analyzed the students’ work for 

at least two times to avoid overlooking or carelessness.  
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Trustworthiness 

      The trustworthiness of the study was enhanced through triangulation, the rapport 

relationship with the participants, and thick descriptions. First, the data was collected from 

multiple sources including interviews, observation in the class and through the videotapes, 

participants’ reflective journals, and documents, which allowed the researcher to triangulate 

the data. Also, the researcher built mutual trust with the two participants and they were 

willing to share their thoughts with the researcher. Finally, reaching generalization is not a 

goal for qualitative research, and the interpretation in this research may be just one of the 

many possible explanations. Thus, thick descriptions of the context and the design were 

provided to allow readers’ alternative interpretations. 

 

Role of the Researcher 

 In the study, the researcher is also the instructor of the multimodal writing course. 

Although the role as an instructor helped establishing rapport with the students, which 

increased the trustworthiness of the data since they were not afraid of talking to the 

researcher, playing both roles at the same time may also reduce the richness of data. For 

example, the teacher may focus on the teaching itself rather than noticing students’ responses 

related to the research or may not have time to take notes immediately. To avoid neglecting 

important data, the research made memos during the break time or right after each course. 

Also, multiple sources of data such as videotapes and interviews can increase the richness of 

the data and were used to make triangulation.  

 

Research Ethics 

   To respect students’ willingness to take part in this research, consent forms were delivered 

to the students and their parents to make sure their understanding of the research. Also, to 
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protect the participants’ privacy and identity, pseudonyms were adopted in writing all the 

recordings and transcriptions. The data was kept in the researcher’s computer for only 

research purposes and would not be revealed to the public. Finally, in the beginning of the 

class, the researcher informed students that their behaviors and responses in the research 

would not influence their grades in school and the participants could feel safe to express their 

opinions. 
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CHAPTER 4   

RESULTS 

 The chapter will start with Stanley’s exploration of visual literacy, multimodal writing, 

the interaction between visual literacy and multimodal writing, followed by Frank’s trajectory 

of the same topics. Each participant’s story will be presented through the timeline of this 

course as presented in Figure 6. Their stories begin with the background information and 

conceptualization of visual literacy, followed by their exploration of visual and multimodal 

writing in the genres of structure writing, description of a person, description of a scenery, 

and narrative paragraph about gender inequality or stereotype. Finally, each story will be 

ended with their comparison of the visual in different genres. 

 

Figure 6. Story timeline 

 

Stanley 

Background Information 

Stanley had been learning English for around 10 years. He went to a cram school since 

he was an elementary school student. He also learned English structure and English grammar 

in the same cram school for one hour every week when he was a junior high school student. 

He learned the concept of topic sentence, supporting sentences, and concluding sentence, but 

he had never learned the concept of unity and coherence. He did not learn English genres 

specifically either. He had the experience of translating sentences and writing English diaries 
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for around two to three sentences once a month. After learning structures, he also practiced 

writing a paragraph around 150-200 words once a week. Based on his writing experience, he 

thought that he barely had difficulties in English structure, but he often had problems in 

thinking of topics and creative contents as he said in the questionnaire. Even though he had 

learned English writing before, he was still interested in improving his writing. He thus 

signed up for the multimodal writing course in the hope that he could polish his writing skill 

with the ability to write more vividly than his previous work. 

 

Conceptualizing Visual Literacy 

Before taking this course, Stanley had never learned the concept of visual literacy. When 

he heard the word “visual literacy” for the first time as the instructor introduced in the class, 

he considered it as the ability to understand the creator’s meaning through the picture even 

though people might have different interpretations of same picture. He associated visuals 

with the pictures in textbooks, novels, and storybooks; pictures could serve as a tool for him 

to get closer to the author’s thoughts in the text. He usually read the text and the picture one 

after another and tried to make connection of the two in order to understand the author’s 

intended meaning. In other words, he understood that visuals correspond to the text and both 

were tools for expressing meanings. In the first interview, he also compared the different 

roles of visuals in different genres of books. Stanley thought that visual is the main resource 

to express meaning in comic books, and that words and pictures support each other in reading 

words with pictures. He noticed the differences of visuals in different contexts but he had not 

figured out the relationships between texts and visuals or the reasons for the differences. In 

this course, he started to explore visual literacy and tried to dig out the relationships.  

In the first visual analysis, Stanley demonstrated his ability to recognize the elements in 

the picture (see Figure 7 for Stanley’s visual analysis). He thought the illustration was from a 
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story. His writing showed that he was able to recognize the elements of the picture, including 

a woman and a giant man based on basic rhetorical concepts. Aside from pointing out the 

elements, he also tried to build a story background in the beginning. As he wrote, “A woman 

was walking in a relax way” for the characters in the picture. However, he failed to develop it 

into a complete story with his interpretation of what happened to the characters or the 

relationships between them. Neither did he demonstrate his argument or the intended 

meaning underneath the picture.  

 

 

 

A woman was walking in a relax [sic] way. 

Suddenly, a shadow was over her head, and 

her [sic] found that theres [sic] giant feet in 

front of her. 

 

Figure 7. Except of Stanley’s visual analysis based on Schmitz’s illustration (2018) 

 

Exploring Visual and Multimodal Writing in Structure of a Paragraph 

Exploring Visual in the Description of a Scenery 

In a writing co-construction activity of scenery description as presented in Figure 8, 

Stanley firstly read all the pictures and figured out the theme of environmental pollution as he 

said, 

 

There are some objects repeatedly appearing in the pictures, and those things make you 

associate with the same theme. For example, there is a bird with some trash in its 

stomach, and the trash appears in many pictures. Then, I thought why it appeared so 

many times, and I figured out that the pictures are about environmental pollution. 
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(Interview 112718) 

His analysis through identifying the similar elements of “trash” among the photos to 

speculate the theme of environmental issue showed that he had the ability to piece together 

the contextual clues to interpret the idea of the visual.  

Aside from decoding the theme, he also understood the purpose of the photos. The 

concluding sentence “These animals are not safe and innocent, let’s help the Earth” in the 

writing in Figure 8 showed that he could figure out of purpose of these photos as protecting 

the animals and the earth from pollution. 

The Pollution in the Sea 

      The creature [sic] besides the sea or in the ocean are getting trapped by trash [sic] 

which human made. According to the pictures, the seagull can only eat the trash. The fish 

couldn't swim out of the plastic glove. The sea lion was [sic] getting trapped by the cloth. 

These animals are not safe and innocent, [sic] let's help the Earth. 

 

 

Figure 8. Except of the description based on the photographs from Conoce Honduras (2018) 

from Stanley’s group 

 

Exploring Coherence in Writing a Story 

In the activity of sequencing the story and retelling the story of The Drum, Stanley was 

the representative for his group to talk about the story. He shared his interpretation of the 

story in Chinese.   
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第一張是兒子想要跟他母親就是跟她說想要一個鼓，然後他母親因為一些原因只

給了他一根樹枝。然後因為那個男孩太想要鼓了，他就一直拿著那根樹枝敲敲打打，

在牆壁敲敲打打，然後有一天小男孩走在路上，他看到一個正在拿就是一些東西當柴

火燒炙烤餅，綠色盆子裡面就是烤餅的材料，然後因為小男孩剛好有樹枝，他就拿樹

枝當作柴火，然後婦人就拿一個烤餅當作他的獎勵，然後小男孩拿著烤餅遇到一個單

親媽媽，感覺啦，就是有帶小孩的媽媽，然後他拿烤餅跟他換了一個，我覺得啦，是

有裝穀物的盆子，然後他拿瓶子給一個養馬人，然後馬夫給他一批馬，他用一匹馬騎

著騎著遇到一個垂頭喪氣的人，然後那個樂隊得到了她給的一匹馬很高興，所以她也

在旁邊開始吹那個樂器，然後那個樂隊給他一個鼓，所以他就很高興沿路拍著鼓回

家，然後他媽媽聽到了就開門出來，他出來看到她兒子有個鼓後就在旁邊開心地跳

舞。(In the first picture, the boy is telling his mom that he wants a drum. His mother gave 

him a stick for some reasons. Then, because the boy wants a drum so much that he plays with 

the stick, knocking the stick on the wall. And one day, when he is walking on the street, he 

sees a woman holding something as firewood to bake some scones. Because the boy happens 

to have the stick, he gives it to the woman to let her make fire with the stick. Then, the woman 

gives the boy a scone in return. Holding the scone in his hand, he then meets a single mother, 

I think she is— a mother with a baby. He exchanged the scone with a can, I think it’s a can 

filled with grains. He then gives the can to a man who raise horses, and the man gives him a 

horse. He rides on the horse and meets an upset man. The band gets the horse and feels 

happy, so he plays the instrument beside. Then, the band gives the boy a drum, so the boy is 

happy. He plays the drum all the way to his house. His mom hears the sound of playing the 

drum so she walks out. His mother finds that he gets a drum, and she dances happily beside 

the boy.) (Stanley’s presentation 100718) 
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Stanley and his group members was able to tell the story with a complete story plot but 

he tended to ignore the rationale of the action of the characters and directly jump to the next 

plot without giving the reasons. For example, he described the illustration that “He 

exchanged the scone with a can”, but he did not explain that it is because of the crying and 

hungry baby that the boy gave the scone to the poor mother. Also, he directly said that the 

boy “gives the can to a man who raise horses, and the man gives him a horse.” or “The band 

gets the horse.” without explanations that the horse is thirsty so the boy gave the vase for the 

man to get some water, or the man on the band got hurt so the boy gave the horse to the band.  

The fact that Stanley and his group members lacked explanations of the characters’ 

actions showed that they did not look at the clues in the illustrations carefully enough to tell 

what happened. For example, he did not notice the crying baby, the thirsty horses, and the 

band who got late because of the injury. Thus, he failed to give a more thorough story by the 

clues.  

After the presentation, Stanley started to write the story. Stanley was responsible for 

writing picture 7, 12 and 13 in Figure 9.  

  

 

6. Classmate 

Adam gives the scone to the woman who hugs the crying 

baby.  
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7. Stanley 

As the exchange for the scone, the woman give [sic]Adam 

a can of water. The baby get [sic] satisfied after she have 

[sic] the scone to eat.  

 

11. Classmate 

To improve their mental, Adam gives his horse away to 

the performers. Clearly, all of them play the musical 

instrument fill [sic] with joy.  

12. Stanley 

Adam get [sic] satisfied that he get [sic] the drum. To 

express his happiness, he played it along the road loudly. 

Because the sound of the drum is too big, so [sic] his 

mom is curious that what happened [sic] outside. She feel 

[sic] surprise [sic] when she see [sic] her son having the 

drum! 
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13. Stanley   

Because Adam get [sic] the drum, he play [sic] it 

everyday afternoon. When his mother hear [sic] the sound 

of the drum, she dance [sic] with it and [feels] proud for 

[sic] her son of [sic] his son change [sic] a stick to a 

drum.  

Figure 9. Excerpt of Stanley’s retelling of the story, The Drum (Martinez, n.d.) 

 

In his writing, he added the feelings of the characters (e.g. “The baby get [sic] satisfied” 

in picture 7, “Adam get [sic] satisfied,” and “proud for her son” in picture 13). 

Stanley said that while he was writing, he specifically cared about the coherence in the 

picture writing. Because he was responsible for picture 7 and 13, he would wait for his 

classmates to finish picture 6 and 12 in order to make connections. He did add some 

transitions to connect the sentences. He added “As the exchange for the scone,” after 

“Adam gives the scone to the woman who hugs the crying baby” to connect with the next 

sentence “the woman give [sic] Adam a can of water.” He added “To express his 

happiness,” after “Adam get [sic] satisfied that he get [sic] the drum” to connect with “he 

played it along the road loudly.” Though he failed to mention how the boy got the drum in 

picture 7, he tried to sequence the sentences smoothly. He also made a concluding sentence 

by summarize his mother’s feeling about his son as he wrote, “When his mother hear [sic] 

the sound of the drum, she dance [sic] with it and proud for [sic] her son of [sic] his son 

change [sic] a stick to a drum.”  
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Exploring Visual and multimodal Writing in Description of a Person 

Exploring Visual in the Description of a Person 

Stanley actively contributed his thought in the whole-class construction in week six. 

Figure 10 shows his writing.  

 

A dog’s life (Riu, 2018) 

 

Figure 10. Excerpt of whole-class co-construction: describing a dog 

 

 

Figure 11. Analysis of the picture by students in groups 
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Stanley shared how he analyzed the picture at the co-construction activity in the 

interview, and he said: 

S: There was food that human left, like bagels. The trash can shows that those (food) are 

discarded. 

R: I remember you said a word “leftover” in the class at that time. 

S: Ya, leftover.  

R: So you judged them as leftovers from the trash can? 

S: Yes. And the picture told me that there is a place for discarding, and he finds the food 

there, so it means that the food are leftovers, and I felt that the dog does not look good 

on his face.  

S: He does not seem to be happy, though not to the degree of being hungry to death. But 

he seems awful. (Interview 112718) 

Stanley identified the food such as pizzas and fish beside the trash can as leftovers, and 

he speculated the dog could only find food there. The facial expression of the dog also made 

him think that the dog was “poor” and “awful”. He then figured out the dog’s life as “poor” 

and “hungry.” His analysis showed that he was able to recognize the objects and figured out 

the relationships between the objects and the dog by piecing the clues together.  

After the whole-class co-construction, Stanley worked in the group to describe another 

dog. Stanley chose picture A in Figure 12 simply because he thought it was the easier one to 

analyze and describe. In the group work, Stanley mainly helped translate group members’ 

idea although he also added some of his ideas. For example, Stanley said that the dog did not 

look dirty. The cosmetics besides the dog made him associate with “clean,” and thus, he 

wrote “she also loves to make herself look clean.” He also thought up the concluding 

sentence “If she keeps that hobby, she will be a popular dog ever since [sic].” by expanding 
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the controlling idea “attractive” to “popular” as the result of keeping clean and dressing up.  

 

Figure 12. Stanley’s worksheet 

Stanley and his group member showed that they were able to write a descriptive 

paragraph with the structure of an English paragraph and they could come up with the 

description based on their analysis of the dog from the clues from the dog’s belongs (e.g., 

“shoes, dress, and nail polish”) and the dog’s appearance (e.g., “clean”) to thought up the trait 

of the dog as being “attractive” and “popular.”  

The Use of Visual in Composing Description of a Person 

The Designing Process 

In the designing process, Stanley wrote down his ideas in the worksheet shown in Figure 

13. Stanley thought about his own personality (e.g., “talkative, lazy, outgoing”) or hobbies 

(e.g., “sings and listening music”), and then he thought about what images could represent 

those traits (e.g., “potato chips”). For example, he considered himself as a lazy person, and he 

associated laziness with potato chip based on the phrase “couch potato.” He also gave reasons 

for the choice of “green” as his background color for the feeling he wanted to bring to others. 

He had not thought about the images of other traits or hobbies at this stage. The designing 
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was more like a brain storming process for him.  

 

Figure 13. Frank’s worksheet for designing 

 

Stanley shared his designing process and the use of visual in the interview: 

S: I thought about images first. No specific reasons.  

R: What images did you find? 

S: Interest. I thought about my interest while I was looking for the images. That’s why I 

decided to find pictures first. I was thinking about my interest while finding images. 

R: That is to say, you were planning the content you could write about while searching 

for images. And you found them?  

S: Even some of them were just presented on the website before I typed any key words, 

and I thought “This can be used to write my interest!” 

R: Oh! Really? You had not typed up the key words and those pictures showed up, and 

you thought you could use them? Which ones? 

S: Many of them. I thought both the map and the note were for this kind. (Interview 

112728) 
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Stanley chose to find images first for his multimodal writing. While he was finding images, 

he thought about his interests once again. While he entered the image resources, he found 

some images showing on the front page and he thought those images could be used. The 

image was like an associator which made him connect visual and his hobbies. As he 

explained in the interview: 

 

R: You mean you saw the note and you thought you could use it? Could you elaborate on 

this part? How did you find what you could use? 

S: I just thought that I liked it (music). 

R: You were interested in music? 

S: Yes. 

R: I see. 

S: If you do not think about it on purpose, you would not have any idea about what you 

like.  

R: What about this one (the map)? You also thought you could use it when you saw this 

image? 

S: When I looked at the two points here and I knew it was a map. The arrow is like 

pointing from place A to place B, so I associated it with travelling. (Interview 112728) 

 

When he saw the image of note, he associated it with his interests in singing and his love 

for music as he had thought of in the designing process. Image also provided ideas for him. 

When he saw the map, it occurred to him that he liked to go traveling. Thus, he decided to 

write about his interests and download the two images. 
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The Producing Process 

After choosing all the picture, Stanley posted the images randomly on the PowerPoint. 

He then started to write his self-introduction. Though he did not specifically think about how 

to arrange the contents, the sequence of images decided the arrangement of the content as a 

sequencing arranger. Because the sequence of the images is map, phone to note, his contents 

were about his hobbies for travelling, chatting, and singing as shown in Figure 14. 
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Figure 14. Stanley’s multimodal writing: describing himself 

 

Aside from the use of visual as the sequence arranger, visual acted as a theme connector 

that helped Stanley write paragraphs with unity. As he explained in the interview: 

S: The picture gives the main idea and what I talk about in the paragraph, and while I 

was writing that paragraph, the picture helped me associate with one word, travelling. 

Then I would write specifically about travelling for this paragraph.  

R: You mean that the picture gave you a topic, and so you would only focus on the topic 

when you were writing?  

S: Yes. (Interview 112728) 

 

While he was writing, he would focus on coherence between text and the image. His efforts 

to connect the text and the picture helped him keep the paragraph with the same idea, and 

thus he formed each paragraph with unity.  

 

The Presenting Process 

After listening to his classmates’ presentation, Stanley had some ideas about the use of 

visual in a structural writing. As he explained in the interview: 
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S: Let me put in this way. You wrote an article by PPT. There was a theme and you 

should find pictures corresponding to the theme. In the following paragraphs, there were 

minor themes, so I think it would be better that we segment the pictures along with the 

segmentation of the paragraphs. I mean we should divide the text and the picture 

together.  

R: Oh! Because the picture is related to the text, so they should be segmented together 

as a unit? 

S: Yes. (Interview 112728) 

 

He considered that one paragraph should correspond to one sort of pictures and that pictures 

should also present a structure. For example, on the first page of the slide, he should have 

designed some pictures for a topic sentence which could give the overall idea to the readers. 

The pictures for the topic sentence should be related to all the pictures for the following 

supporting sentences. It was a pity that he only had pictures for supporting sentences without 

the ones for the topic sentence as he said,   

 

S: I gave the pictures for the supporting sentences, but I did not give pictures for the 

topic sentence.  

R: You mean you do not have pictures here (on the first slide)? 

S: Yes. I think I should put one picture here (the first slide) and make all the following 

pictures relate to this one. (Interview 112728) 

 

Exploring Visual and multimodal Writing in Description of a Scenery 

Exploring Visual in Description of a Scenery 

Stanley practiced writing the description of a scenery in a group. He received the photo 
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shown in Figure 15 and started to read the picture. Stanley firstly noticed the mountains in the 

picture but he knew that he could not only write about mountains or other groups would not 

be able to identify their picture. He also noticed the green trees, the fence, and a trial. He then 

expanded his description by adding these elements. Figure 15 is the description of the 

scenery.  

 

Figure 15. Excerpt of Stanley’s co-construction: description of the scenery 

 

 In this writing, he did not specifically tell readers the theme or the topic of this photo in 

the topic sentence. The writing only included supporting sentences of the scenery with the 

subjects of mountains, trees, and trials in the photo and one concluding sentence that included 

one’s feelings of seeing the photo.  

 

The Use of Visual in Composing Description of a Scenery 

The Designing Process 

Stanley chose to find the photo first in order to make more precise descriptions of the 
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scene. However, he forgot to prepare the photo he wanted to use. He started to think about the 

place he visited in the class for producing. He finally decided to use the photo of Raohe Street 

Night Market presented in Figure 16 mainly because he did not have access to other photos 

he wanted, and he just passed by the night market three day before and he took a picture of 

the front gate quickly to show that he had visited the place as a kind of a memory token. Once 

he chose the photo, his writing for describing the scenery was based on the photo. The topic 

was decided to be Raohe Street Night Market due to the place of the photo shooting.  

 He thought that visual help him write description without thinking up the content. He 

chose photo first, and the writing would be based on the visual. He thought that visual 

provided a major topic and direction for him to think about the content and he did not need to 

figure out the content from nothing like the first writing. With the picture, he could write the 

description based on the picture, while descriptive writing of oneself took him more time to 

figure out his traits or interests. The photo was like a writing prompt that helped him come up 

with the contents for writing. 

 

The Producing Process 

Due to Stanley’s little experience of visiting the night market and the limited shooting 

angle, photo in this writing could be a blocker for him. He had difficulties figuring out the 

description during his producing process. Due to the limited angle of the photo, Stanley kept 

recalling on what he saw or what he did there while he was writing. He thought that no one 

would describe a night market only about the gate. The photo helped him recall the sign 

boards, a lot of people, and full of stands from the start, but the rest parts of what Raohe 

looked like needed to be searched from his memories. He said that he was too focusing on 

thinking about what he could write to notice the writing structure, and there was not enough 

time for him to check on the structure. The picture below in Figure 16 was taken by him and 
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used for his multimodal writing. 

 

Figure 16. Excerpt of Stanley’s multimodal writing: describing a scenery 

 

The Presenting Process 

After the multimodal writing, Stanley showed his text to his classmates and they tried to 

visualize the scenery Stanley described by drawing down their imagination. After that, his 

classmates compared his drawings to Stanley’s photo of the scenery.  

The presenting activity and multimodal writing made Stanley explore the use of visual 

in description. As he explained in the interview: 

S: I think it (the photo) can make readers’ imagination become closer to what the article 

says. 
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R: What do you mean by closer? 

S: Closer to the reality. (Interview 121218_L239-42) 

 

He thought that pictures could be a confirmer for readers to get closer to the reality. Readers 

could imagine the scenery by words and see the real picture to know whether their 

imagination looked like the photo. Stanley thought photos in description of the scenery 

become a media for readers to confirm their understanding of the text and to know what the 

real scene looked like.  

 

Exploring Visual and multimodal Writing in Narration of Gender Experience 

Exploring Visual in Narration 

In the writing activity of retelling the story of Piggybook, Stanley was responsible for 

writing the picture from page 15 to 20. The story in these pages are about what happens after 

the mother leaves the house because she got tired of doing all the housework for the family. 

The father and two sons became pigs after their mother’s leaving with a note of “You are 

pigs” and they started to handle the work without mother. The following was his 

interpretation of the story based on the analysis from looking at the pictures of the book.  

 

The stress from their laziness was too heavy. They angry mom left the note and go 

[sic] outside. The letter said “You are pigs.” (p.15-16) 

Because they have never done housework before, their dinner that day is awful. The 

awful dinner was [sic] finished and they cannot accept the burned sausage. (p.17-18) 

They have not been doing the dishes for a long time, so when they finish the oily 

things, they got [sic] their clothes dirty. Dirty clothes are even worse than the dinner! 

The children look at their dad in frustration and want their mom back. (p.19-20) 
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His writing showed that he was able to retell the story different from the storybook 

based on his analysis of the illustrations and that he could write a logical story by seeing the 

picture as successive story plot.  

 Although Stanley understood that the illustrations in different pages were connected, his 

story writing this time did not focus on coherence across the frame of different pages. 

Because Stanley saw two pages at a time, the writing was more like a list of sentences 

explaining every two pictures. For example, from p.16 to 17 and from 18-19, there were no 

transition across pages.  

 

The Use of Visual in Composing Narration 

Designing Process 

In the designing process, Stanley firstly thought about the topic he could write. He 

reflected on his own experience, and it occurred to him that one of his friends often chatted 

with him about her own experience of gender stereotype. Thus, three days before the class for 

producing multimodal writing, he specifically asked his friend’s story and his friend shared 

the experience of having an unequal quiz in a dancing class. He decided the topic based on 

his friend’s story. Figure 17 is Stanley’s outline.  
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Figure 17. Stanley’s outline for designing 

 

Producing Process 

Bringing his idea about writing his friend’s experience, he chose to write the story first 

in order not to forget the content. He was focusing on writing the story and he had not had 

ideas for the visual arrangement at that time. Stanley tried to retell his friend’s oral narration 

as accurate as possible with some additions of his interpretation of his friend’s feelings such 

as “unhappy” and “angry.” 
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Visual as reaffirmation of the writer’s main idea. After finishing the text, he then made 

the picture by using some key words in his writing to search some elements for the picture. 

He speculated the theme of his story as “female power,” and found the background picture of 

“We Can Do It!” as shown in Figure 18. He also searched “dance,” and “street dance,” based 

on the context where the story of gender stereotype happened. He found the two pictures 

presented in Figure 19 and 20. Figure 21 is Stanley’s multimodal writing. 

 

 

Figure 18. element      Figure 19. element    Figure 20. element 
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Figure 21. Excerpt of Stanley’s multimodal writing: narrative paragraphs 

Presenting Process 

Stanley thought visual in this writing could give readers the suggestion of the context or 

the topic as a topic predictor if the picture was clear enough. In the presenting activity, 

Stanley’s classmate thought his picture was about “Girls can also do sport not just boys.” 

Stanley thought this answer was pretty close to his idea, but some specific details were 

missing. For example, “sport” could be narrowed down to dancing, and his idea of women’s 

right was missing. He thought he did not express his idea clearly through the picture, and he 

considered writing one’s own experience to be more abstract, which made it difficult to 

express through visuals. In the condition that he did not know how to arrange the pictures 

with enough information and clear idea, he would choose words to be the main way to 

express his thoughts while visual to be the support. 

 

Comparison of Visual in Different Genres 

With the experiences of writing the description of oneself and the scenery he visited, 

Stanly compared the relationship between visual and text in the description writings. He 

thought words was more important than the picture in the description of one’s trait while 

visual was more important than the text in the description of a scenery. The factors of 

importance lay in the order and concreteness of the subject for describing. As he explained in 

the interview, 

 

S: I think pictures influence how you think and influence how you write the article, but 

the influence depends on the importance of the picture. Like the second writing, the 

picture is comparatively important, so pictures are the priority. For the first writing, text 

will be the priority. 

R: What made you decide which one is more important?  
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S: Maybe it’s the essence of a scenery (concrete). Or something more abstract. If you 

describe something as abstract, writing will be easier because pictures cannot fully 

support the words. So you express with words. (Interview 121218) 

 

After the multimodal writing and the presenting experiences for narrative, Stanley also 

had some ideas about the factors that influence the use of visuals. He compared the 

Piggybook writing activity and the individual multimodal writing as he said in the interview,  

 

R: What is the significance or the role of picture to you in this writing? 

S: I think picture could bring out the text. The picture is different from the ones in the 

storybook. The way of writing was different. Maybe it is because of the sequence.  

R: Picture first or writing first matters? The roles are different accordingly? 

S: Yes. 

R: What is more important in the story writing of Piggybook? 

S: Pictures.  

R: And for this writing, it is the text because you wrote first. 

S: Yes. If you create pictures first, your writing will not…you won’t write it carefully. But 

if you write first, the picture will be based on the words in the writing to make 

expressions.  

R: So the sequence will influence the importance of a picture.  

S: Yes.  

R: Is there any other reason why you think so? 

S: No. Because if you create pictures first, the meanings will be clear through pictures. 

So if you create pictures first, the situation or thought will be expressed cleared in the 

picture. If you write first, then the text will be clearer. I think that’s the way to decide 
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which one is clearer.  

S: The degree of clearness. 

S: Yes. (Interview010319) 

 

By comparing the narrative writing of Piggybook and his own creation of multimodal 

writing, he found that order and information load was an influential factor. In the writing of 

Piggybook, they received a series of pictures first so their writing was based on the analysis 

of the pictures. The information of the pictures was clear enough for them to retell the story, 

and thus he thought pictures were the main resources to express ideas. In the individual 

multimodal writing, he wrote the text first and his picture was designed according to the text. 

Adding that his picture was not clear enough for the readers to understand his thoughts, he 

considered words as the major resources for expressing ideas.  

 

 At the end of the semester, Stanley gave a metaphor to the use of visual in multimodal 

writing in the third interview.  

 

F: Hot pot is like the composition, and the hot pot materials are picture or words. You 

can choose your main way to make expressions. I may choose a picture as the main 

resource and the words to bring out the picture; or I can choose words to be the main 

resource and pictures are the supporting because you cannot have too many of the both. 

Because in that way, you will have a lot of words and a lot of picture.   

R:You think it will be too much for the readers? 

S: Yes. It is like you accidentally add a pudding into instant noodles.  

R: You mention this is because? 

S: Because if you add something strange, the hot pot will taste strange. (Interview 
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010319) 

 

He described visual and text as hot pot ingredients while the composition itself was the hot 

pot. Hot pot required different hot pot ingredients, but in order to make the hot pot taste good, 

he thought people could not add all the ingredients together randomly. We could choose the 

main ingredients just as we could choose the main resources to express our thoughts. 

Sometimes visuals were the main course while sometimes they were just one of the 

ingredients in the hot pot that made it look like a feast.  

In the final week of the course, Stanley wrote the same illustration from week one but he 

had a completely different way of looking at the same picture. In his first analysis, he only 

pointed out the element of “the women” and “the giant feet” without discussing the 

relationships between the two characters. In his second analysis as illustrated in Figure 22, 

instead of identifying the characters, he revealed the power relationship as he wrote in the 

topic sentence “Power also makes other person feel [sic] stressed and exhausted of the user 

uses it in a high pressure way.” He revealed in the interview that he judged the power relation 

between the two characters from the clue of size. He considered the bigger man represent 

someone with more power while the smaller one was stress out because of the pressure from 

the more powerful one. His interpretation of the illustration showed that he could critically 

read the visual representation and discern the argument of the visual. 

 

Power also makes other person feel [sic] 

stressed and exhausted if the user uses it 

in a high pressure way. The damage to 

whom being lead [sic] would be horrible. 

Power is a good thing, and [sic] it [is] also 

a bad thing. 

Figure 22. Excerpt of Stanley’s final analysis of the illustration 
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Frank 

Background Information 

Frank had learned English for around five years. Aside from learning it from school, he 

once went to a cram school preparing for the Comprehensive Assessment Program for Junior 

High School Students. During the semester of taking this course, he also went to the cram 

school for English oral training.  

Frank had never learned English writing. He did not know the structure, the concept of 

coherence and unity. He only had experiences of translating sentences or making sentences. 

The biggest problem for him in writing was grammar and vocabulary. He contributed his 

difficulties in expressing himself through English writing to his lack of sufficient vocabulary 

and awkward grammar. Knowing his room for improving grammar, he signed up for the 

course with the expectation to learn more grammar. His motivation for taking the course was 

not for learning English writing structure or learning writing with pictures but for his 

mastering of sentence patterns. He thought multimodal writing was just writing by looking at 

the pictures, and visual did not mean so much for him in the exam. 

 

Conceptualizing Visual Literacy 

Frank had never learned the concept of visual literacy before this course. When he heard 

the word “visual literacy” for the first time, he thought it was the basic cognitive ability to 

read the picture and the ability to infer background knowledge or the context provided by the 

picture. For example, if there is a picture with bird flying in the sky, readers should not just 

recognize the bird or just thought the picture is beautiful. He thought readers with visual 

literacy should be able to imagine the real situation by looking at the details.    

For the first analysis of visual in Figure 23, Frank pointed out the elements of the 
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woman and the big man with the use of first-person perspectives. He imagined himself being 

the woman in the picture, seeing a big foot from a man. He also inferred the feelings of 

surprise or amazement by expressing “what is that? There [sic] are so big[.] I never see [sic] 

that!” However, the feeling he inferred did not match with the woman’s gesture. He did not 

further point out his interpretation or figure out the underlying meaning of the picture.  

 

 

I saw a little people [sic] looking at a big 

foot, like thinks [sic] something, [sic] 

maybe he just thought, [sic] what is that? 

There [sic] are so big [.] I never see [sic] 

that! 

Figure 23. Except of Frank’s Visual Analysis based on Schmitz’s illustration (2018) 

 

Exploring Visual and multimodal Writing in Structure of a Paragraph 

Exploring Visual in the Description of a Scenery 

In the writing co-construction activity of scenery description in Figure 8, Frank found 

the photos shared the same phenomenon that animals were trapped by the plastics or they 

were playing with the trash. He thought up the theme of the photos as the environmental 

hazard. Based on the common feature Frank observed, Frank thought up the topic sentence 

“The creature besides the sea or in the ocean are getting trapped by trash [sic] which human 

mades [sic].” He demonstrated his ability to identify the theme for a series of the photo that 

illustrate the pollution in the sea.  

 

Exploring Coherence in Writing a Story 

In the writing activity of retelling the story, The Drum, in week five, Frank shared in the 
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interview that he firstly looked through all the pictures. Frank arranged the pictures with his 

background knowledge that a story had a beginning, twist, turn, and end. When he saw the 

picture that the boy got a stick from his mom, he decided that is was the beginning of the 

story. After several illustrations, he found the pattern, and he thought he was able to predict 

the plot. For example, he knew that the boy did not want the stick, so he exchanged 

something with other characters. The exchanging process would be in the middle of the story. 

Figure 24 is Frank’s retelling of the story of picture 1 to 3.  

 

1. Frank 

Adam wants a drum so he asked [sic] his mom and his 

mom agree [sic] with him.  

 

2. Frank 

But Adam’s mom gives him a stick, [and] he looks like 

[sic] helpless [with]. 

 

3. Frank 

Although Adam gets a stick, Adam looks happy when he’s 

playing [with the] stick. 

Figure 24. Excerpt of Frank’s story retelling, The Drum (Martinez, n.d.) 
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 Frank said that he was impressed by this activity due to the connection among pictures. 

Compared to other pictures that the teacher prepared, the pictures were related to one another 

in a clear sequence. Frank’s awareness of the sequence indicated that he understood the 

connection among the pictures. His writing for each illustration also showed the connections 

among the three illustrations. In picture 2, Frank used the conjunction “But” to show the 

contrasting facts between “Adam wants a drum” in picture one and “Adam’s mom gives him 

a stick” in picture 2. Also, in the third picture, Frank used a connector “Although” to connect 

“he looks like [sic] helpless” after he “gets a stick” with “he looks happy when he’s playing 

[with the] stick.” 

Aside from noticing the connection among the illustrations, he also interpreted the 

character’s feelings of “helpless” and “happy” and behaviors of “asked his mom,” “gives him 

a stick,” and “playing the stick” based on his analysis of the facial expression and the 

character’s action of the picture. However, similar to Stanley’s analysis, Frank did not guess 

the reasons for their actions, either. He jumped to the conclusion that the boy got a stick 

without giving the reasons why his mom did not buy him a drum. Frank only focused on the 

information that was explicitly presented in the picture, but he did not think of the implicit 

one. 

 Frank shared his feelings about the story writing activity in the first interview. He 

thought the related illustrations could help him practice imaging and predicting the story plot, 

and he thought that this ability could also apply to different context, such as the pictures in 

the exam. As he shared in the interview: 

 

F: I did not understand the meaning of the question on the test so I looked at the picture. 

Some questions are situational ones with the pictures. I looked at the picture and 

inferred the meaning of the question from the picture. 
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R: You mean you’re not sure about the description of the question so you read the 

picture to figure it out? 

F: Yes. 

R: Did you had the habit of reading the picture when taking the test before taking this 

course?  

F: No. I used to guess the answer of the question I did not understand. I did not try to 

understand the meaning from the picture. I just skipped the picture. But after these 

classes, I will look at the picture and I become clearer about why the picture is provided 

here. (Observation 120518) 

 

He felt the visual could be useful for him to understand the text when he was not so sure 

about the intended meaning from the text. Visual became a bridge for Frank to get closer to 

the meaning of the text. 

 

Exploring Visual and multimodal Writing in Description of a Person 

Exploring Visual in the Description of a Person 

Frank looked at picture A in Figure 25 and used the clues of color and the belongings of 

the dog to figure out the dog’s personality trait as he said, 

 

Because looking at the color (pink), the first impression is that it is a cute dog. But then 

looking at the clothes, bows or some accessories, I will imagine it as a dog who likes to 

dress up. A cute dog who likes to dress up…Doesn’t that mean she is an attractive girl? 

So we described it from this direction. (Interview 120518) 

 

By looking at the color pink, the clothes and accessories, Frank’s first impression of the 
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dog was that it was an attractive cute dog who liked to dress up. Frank then thought up the 

topic sentence “Cindy is an attractive dog. She loves to dress up herself [sic] every day.” His 

analysis showed that he had the ability to decode the picture by contextual clues of the color 

and the elements in the picture. He could also make connections between the elements of 

accessories to the dog’s personality trait. Figure 25 is Frank’s worksheet. 

 

Figure 25. Frank’s worksheet 

 

The Use of Visual in Composing Description of a Person 

The Designing Process 

In the designing process, Frank thought about what images he could use. He firstly 
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associated cat with his own personality traits, and then he thought about his traits that were 

similar to cats. As he said in the interview, 

F: And cat is because I think I am a more melancholy person or I often think a lot just 

like cats.  

R: Yeah, I think you get nervous easily.  

F: So for my personality traits, I chose cats to represent myself.   

R：Did you think about your personality first and then the picture or vice versa?  

F：Picture first, then trait. (Interview 120518) 

 

Aside from cats, he also thought up the image of a teacup to represent himself. As he 

said, “For the teacup, I think I like to drink tea. I chose it to represent myself because my 

impression on tea is plain and unseasoned, and I think I am old-fashion, so I used teacup” 

(Interview 120518). While designing, he made association of his personality trait with the 

characteristics of tea—plain and unseasoned. He connected the traits to his own personality 

as an old-fashion man. 

 In contrast to cat and teacup, Frank thought of the image of luggage by thinking up his 

interest first. He thought of his love for traveling, and then came up with the luggage to 

present this interest.  

 Reflecting back on the designing process, Frank thought pictures helped him a lot in 

figuring out the contents. He shared in the interview that 

If there is no picture, I think I will definitely ask my teacher what content I could add in the 

writing. If the teacher gives me a certain direction, I will follow that direction, but I will 

only follow it and I could not think of other possibilities. And as I mentioned, pictures 

inspire me as a way to think. If I think about the pictures first, I will come up with a lot of 

different ideas. But if I had to compose with words, I will definitely not think of my 
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personality trait. (Interview 120518) 

 

Because of the process of designing the images, Frank thoughts his contents became more 

creative. Images helped him make associations and gave him ideas about his writing during 

the planning process.  

Visual played the role of an associator in the designing process for both Stanley and 

Frank. They could come up with more ideas about themselves for the descriptions with the 

help the visual.  

 

The Producing Process 

Frank started to produce his multimodal writing by finding and arranging the images. He 

did not specifically arrange the images in a certain sequence. In other words, he randomly put 

luggage, teacup, and cat from left to right on the first slide as presented in Figure 26.  

 

 

Figure 26. Stanley’s multimodal writing: describing himself 

 

With the images ready, he started to write the contents. He firstly wrote a topic sentence 

“I chose suitcase, tea, and black cat to represent myself.” Then he went on to the supporting 

sentences. Though he did not think about the arrangement of supporting sentences in the 

beginning, due to the sequence of the three images; he simply followed the sequence of 
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images to correspond the text to the pictures. As he said in the interview: 

F: When I almost finished half of the contents, I was too lazy to rearrange. 

R: To arrange what? 

F: I did not want to delete the finished parts and rewrite so…. 

R: You wrote the sequence according to the images? 

F: Yes. I just put the images in this order and then the text followed the order of the 

images…. 

R: Did you specifically arrange the images? 

F: I didn’t think about images. 

R: You didn’t arrange the images on purpose, but your sequence of the text was 

influenced by the order of the picture. 

F: Yes. (Interview 120518) 

 

When it occurred to him that he forgot to think about the principle for sequencing, it was too 

late for him to rearrange because he nearly finished writing and there was not much time left. 

So he did not revise the order and kept on writing the rest parts. Visual became a tool for 

sequencing during his processing of writing the content. Just like Stanley, Frank followed the 

order of the images to sequence of the content for writing.  

In the effort to correspond his writing to the visual, Frank also wrote a paragraph with 

unity. As shown in Figure 26, each bulletin point in the second slide could match with the 

images with the same order in the first slide. The visual in the first slide reminded Frank of 

the main idea for his writing, and he would focus one description of his trait or hobby in one 

paragraph. Using visual in this way helped him to write each paragraph with one theme.  

Though Frank’s design of the visual was different from Stanley’s, both of them tried to 

make their texts connect to the images presented in the slides and the visual helped them 
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make their paragraph connect to one main idea in their producing process. 

 

The Presenting Process 

In Frank’s multimodal writing, visual could be an indicator to the structure for readers to 

know the contents in advance because he put the images of the luggage, teacup, and cat in the 

first slide with the topic sentence as presented in Figure 26.The visual thus could function as 

the essay map in a topic sentence that give readers a general implication of the following 

contents for the supporting paragraphs. The images let readers know the major ideas 

beforehand, and readers could know that Frank would talk about himself in the order of the 

luggage, teacup, and cat.  

Unlike Frank, Stanley did not put the images along with the topic sentence and he put 

them in the slides of supporting sentences instead. His images did not function as the essay 

map like Frank’s, but the three images besides the supporting sentence could also suggest 

readers the three ideas for the supporting paragraphs.  

 

Exploring Visual and multimodal Writing in Description of a Scenery 

Exploring Visual in Description of a Scenery 

In the group work, Frank helped arrange the sentences in the description in Figure 15. 

His way of looking at the picture also corresponded to how he sequenced the sentences. He 

looked from up to down, from sky and clouds to the mountain and tree. He learned from the 

example writing that one could write from something far away to that closer, and so he 

adopted the same principle for the spatial arrangement in his description.  

 In this writing, Frank did not think about the topic sentence. He did not point out what 

was the photo about. He directly looked into the details and focused on the sequence. The 

lack of topic sentence also showed Frank and his group member’s neglect of figuring out the 
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theme of the photo.  

 

The Use of Visual in Composing Description of a Scenery 

The Designing Process 

Being told to find a place that they wanted to describe in class, Frank immediately 

thought of the photos he took in Tamsui. He decided to choose the photo because he 

considered it the most beautiful photo in his album. Once he decided on the photo, the topic 

for writing would be based on the location where the photo was taken. The photo gave ideas 

about the writing topic to both Frank and Stanley.  

When he was taking the photo, he intended to capture the sky with sunset as his main 

subject. To emphasize the sky, he left upper two-thirds of the photo to be the sky, and one-

third of the photo be the fence so as to bring out the main subject, the sky with sunset. His 

photo could be found in Figure 27. 

Aside from deciding the topic with the help of the photo, the photo also made Frank 

have the urge to write.  

R: You think you perform the best in writing description of the scenery. Why? 

F: I have a lot of emotions when seeing the beautiful scenery. It’s like creating a poetry.  

R: The beautiful scenery of the image made you think it’s easier to create? 

S: Yes. (Interview 010319) 

He thought looking at beautiful scenery inspired him to create and write smoothly. With the 

photo selected, the writing did not take him a lot of time to figure out the topic or the contents 

for describing. Visual was like a writing prompt that he could jot down ideas with the focus 

of the topic shown in the photo.  
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The Producing Process 

 

Figure 27. Excerpt of Frank’s multimodal writing of describing a scenery 

 

After deciding the photo, Frank looked at the photo from time to time while he described 

the scenery. As he said in the interview,  

F: After choosing the photo, I started to write. I used what I learned from what you 

taught, from the distance to the nearest parts.… I kind of parting the photo. I divided it up 

into parts and started from the parts. 

R: Just like what you mentioned, upper, middle, and below parts or from the distance to 

the nearest part? 

F: Yes. (Interview 121918)  

 

By looking at the photo, he intended to write the subject from the distance, and gradually to 

the subject that was closer to the camera. That’s why he chose to describe the sunset and the 

sky first. Visual played the role of a spatial arranger in his producing process. 

   Reading again his own writing in the interview, Frank found that he adopted the 
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wrong sequencing principle. He said that his adoption of sequencing by writing something 

from the distance to something closer was influenced by the sequencing principle in the 

example writing. He also added his only feelings and thoughts as conclusion like the 

example.  

 

F: Afterwards, I actually thought that I should have made the sky my main subject. I 

wrote the wrong topic. 

R: What might be your main subject if you adopted the distance order like this? 

F: I think everything becomes the main subjects by describing the scenery from the 

distance to the nearest because you write a little for every subject. 

R: And now, you think… 

F: Yes, I think I should make the sky my main subject.  

R: Why?  

F: Because when I took the photo, I set the sky as the subject. I left two-thirds of the 

photo for the main subject. And sky is my subject in the photo. (Interview 121918) 

 

Giving a second thought and recalling back on his photo shooting, he thought that he should 

have focused his writing subject on the sky with detailed descriptions to correspond to his 

design of the photo instead of also describing other subjects like the river or boat with too 

many words. His main subject of his photo was the sunset and the sky, so should the writing. 

Frank’s reflection was actually right. The title for this multimodal writing “The Beautiful 

Sunset in Danshui” reflected his intention to talk about the sunset as his main idea in the 

descriptive paragraph. However, his topic sentence “When I took the photo at that time, the 

sight touched my heart deeply and I think it is pretty in my album.” was a more holistic 

statement about the beauty of Danshui without specifically focusing on the sunset.  
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 Both Frank and Stanley thought deeply about the coherence between the main idea for 

writing and that of the photo; however, Stanley’s photo was not design with a rationale like 

Frank’s, and thus Stanley’s photo could not be a spatial arranger for him during the writing 

process. His subject of food did not appear in his photo. Frank, on the other hand, 

corresponded the text with the photo and used the photo to help him arrange the subject in his 

writing.  

Visual plays the role of visual arranger, helping Frank decide the sequencing of subjects 

for describing and the order of the sentences. However, his writings are still lack of 

coherence. He tended to introduce a new subject for describing without firstly telling the 

comparative location of the subject to the reader. For example, in the first paragraph, after he 

introduced the sunset in the sky, he brought out a new subject “the shops” without giving the 

comparative location. In the second paragraph, he started with the new subject “The river” 

without the connection of the comparative location between the sky and the river or between 

the shops and the river. He read the photo with every element clearly presenting the spatial 

location, and made descriptions accordingly, but he forgot to present the spatial location by 

words. Visual substituted the cohesive devices in Frank’s writing.  

 

The Presenting Process 

In the presenting activity, Frank thought that visual was something objective and real for 

the readers. He said “Scenery is something real, and the photo is the main resource that takes 

readers to experience how they feel when looking at the scene” (interview 121918). Visual 

provided readers with the visual experience of the scenery even though they were not at the 

spot themselves.  
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Exploring Visual and multimodal Writing in Narration of Gender Experience 

Exploring Visual in Narration 

In the multimodal writing activity of retelling the story of Piggybook, Frank was 

responsible for writing the picture from page 21 to 29. The story in these pages is about what 

happens when their angry mother comes back home after leaving the house for a while. The 

father and two sons beg for forgiveness and start to share the housework, and they even start 

to like doing dishes. With the family sharing housework, the mother has leisure time to try a 

new hobby—fixing the car. The following is the excerpt of Frank’s story writing. 

 

It is the symbol of darkness and no any hope. (p.21) 

Mother’s coming home presents a miracle. (p.22) 

Maybe the woman feel[s] if she isn’t [t]here, the family will get a big trouble. (p.23) 

Father and his sons feel if they don’t have their mother, they can’t deal with everything. 

(p.24) 

Father[’s] doing the dishes represents [that] dad and mom [are] gradually equal. (p.25) 

The kids become thoughtful. Both of them share the housework. (p.26) 

They gradually knows [sic] mothers’ mood and then they make some dishes for their 

mom. The mother has more power. (p.27-28) 

Mother is an important person in the family. She repairs a car. She can control car action 

[sic]. (p.29) 

 

In this writing activity, Frank demonstrated deeper thinking ability in interpreting the 

story compared with that of reading The Drum. He found the underlying meanings of the 

illustrations in Piggybook were more difficult to understand. It required deep thinking 

ability. In his writing, he would write down the meaning represented by the illustration 
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instead of telling the story. For example, he wrote the symbol of darkness or her mother’s 

coming back as a miracle. Instead of only saying that the father started to share the 

housework, he pointed out that his doing of housework indicated the equal status. Although 

Frank was focusing on interpreting the meaning of the picture without writing the story 

with coherence, he was able to think critically when looking at the picture with contextual 

information.  

 

The Use of Visual in Composing Narration 

The Designing Process 

Frank did not have ideas for the topic about gender inequality or stereotype in the 

beginning, so he looked for inspiration from the internet. He typed the key word “gender 

stereotype” and found heroism in Disney. He also agreed the gender stereotype in Disney’s 

cartoon based on some movies he had watched. He then thought up writing the story of Snow 

White to present his idea that men were depicted as hero while women as victims in Disney.  

 

The Producing Process 

After deciding the topic, Frank started to write based on his memory of the story, Snow 

White. While he was recalling on the plot, the images in the movie sometimes showed up in 

his mind, he then wrote down what he remembered. While he was writing, he did not find 

difficulties in thinking up the content because he was familiar with the story. The most 

challenging part for him was transferring images into words. He did not have a good 

command of grammar and vocabulary to fully express himself with words.  

Frank did not think about the design of the picture until he finished the text part. He 

originally posted a picture of Snow White being kissed by the prince from Disney. It was 

when the instructor asked him to make one picture on his own that he started to think about 
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how to make his picture. He tried to copy the design of the image he found from Disney, so 

he found the elements of a prince, bed, and princess. He then arranged the three elements to 

be the kissing scene in the story. Figure 28 was his production of the picture.  

 

 

Figure 28. Excerpt of Frank’s multimodal writing of narrative paragraphs 

 

Frank was not satisfied with his creation of the image after the presentation, he decided 
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to make a new picture with clearer meaning expression. To signal the gender stereotype in 

heroism, he intended to emphasize “The hero rescues a beauty.” in the picture. He thought the 

way to emphasize the hero and the victim was to make the action of “rescue” salient. He 

wanted to present “rescuing” by arranging a fight between the prince and something bad with 

a giant sword. The size of the sword was enlarged to emphasize the prince as a hero who 

bravely fought with his enemy. He used dragon to be the antagonist and he specifically found 

the image of a girl with tears to make princess look more like the victim. He also made 

princess look weaker by putting her in the castle, giving the impression of waiting to be 

saved. His revised picture is presented in Figure 29. 

 

Figure 29. Revised designing of the image for multimodal writing 

 

 In the process of making the visual once again, Frank thought about the main idea he 

wanted to transmit to the readers. As he said, “I think it is like when you finish writing an 

article, and then you look at your picture, you will be more certain about your concept or 

idea.” (Interview 010319). He thus gave a second thought about his creation of the image and 

tried to revise it. Visual can thus make Frank reaffirm his main idea through the creation of 

visual after he finished writing.  

By thinking about how to present his intended meaning through visuals, he also 

demonstrated how to make meanings clear through the use of non-verbal resources to 

construct his idea about heroism in the cartoon. He was also able to rationalize his reasons for 
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image selection and arrangement.  

 

The Presenting Process 

Frank thought differently about the visual in the presenting activity from Stanley. 

Stanley thought visual is a clue for the readers to predict the topic while Frank thought the 

picture was like a directing rail in reading. As he said, “When looking at the picture, you’ll 

realize he is talking about this, it will pull you out from the wrong rail, and make you keep 

thinking about the meaning.” (Interview 010319). He thought if the readers had wrong 

understanding of the text, the picture could help the readers get on the right track and keep on 

figuring out the meaning. Thus, the picture can be a confirmer for readers to see whether their 

understanding of the text is correct or not. 

 

Comparison of Visual in Different Genres 

With the experience of multimodal writing and presenting activity, Frank explored the 

relationship between text and visual in the description of the scenery. As Frank said in the 

interview: 

 

S: I think the picture is the main point; words are supporting, from my viewpoint.  

R: What do you mean by supporting? 

S: Like the sun. If the readers do not have enough imagination, they only see a red sun. 

But with the supporting of the words, you can help them imagine and bring your own 

emotion to the readers. 

R: You can lead the readers’ imagination by words when they are looking at the picture.  

 S: Just like they are experiencing, and they can understand how beautiful the sun is. 

(Interview 121918) 
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Putting himself in readers’ shoes as a multimodal creator, Frank thought the picture could 

help the readers know the real picture of the scenery, while the text served to take readers to 

imagine the feelings author had on the spot. Frank thought the picture was the main resource 

for readers to image the scenery. They could see the subjects and the position of them on the 

photo to know what was like being there. However, readers were not really on the spot to 

understand the real feelings. Text could let readers experience what the author sees or feels as 

if the readers were standing in front of the scene themselves and admiring the site from the 

author’s eyes.  

 After experiencing the descriptive writing of a person and a scenery, Frank compared the 

differences between the two multimodal writings in terms of thinking process and the use of 

visual. For the thinking process, he considered the differences lay in concreteness. Thinking 

about one’s own trait was more abstract in description of oneself, while describing the 

scenery was based on something he could see, which was more concrete. Thus, with visuals, 

he could think about the spatial arrangement of the elements in the photo.  

As for the use of visual, Frank thought the main resource to express meaning in 

description of a person was the text, while in description of a scenery was visual. He said that 

“For the picture, I think picture in the self-introduction is like an assisting role and in the 

description of the scenery, it is the main role. Because one’s personality will be understood 

after you deal with the person. Using the picture to present your personality trait is not that 

exact. But the feelings for the scenery is certain.” (interview 010319). In describing of 

oneself, he thought people had different opinions when dealing with the same picture. For 

example, if the readers saw someone in person, they may not think he or she was handsome 

or beautiful. Only through words could Frank present his ideas about himself to the readers. 

On the contrary, in the description of scenery, the photo presented the real scene, and readers 
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usually had similar ways of looking at the picture. Pictures could be the main resource to let 

readers understand the reality, and text was the supporting resources that help author express 

feelings and emotions or lead the readers to look at the photo from the author’s viewpoints.  

In the trajectory of exploring visuals in the course, Frank was convinced that visual 

literacy was a basic ability to discern the meaning. He thought it was not just the ability 

needed in this course, but in our daily lives. As he expressed, “Basically, we should be 

qualified with the ability to know the information from the pictures because I think we 

will not just encounter visuals in the writing course. We need to understand the meaning 

of the pictures in the newspaper, storybooks, or even movies.” (Interview 010319).  

 

 In the final analysis, Frank analyzed the same illustration as in the first class. In the first 

analysis, he only recognized the two elements of “the little people” and “a big foot.” Though 

he noticed the contrasting size between the two elements, he did not further think about the 

relationships.  

Compared to his first analysis, Frank thought more critically about the illustration and he 

found the power relationship between the two characters. He identified the woman standing 

in the shadow as the representative of the underprivileged group whose opinions could not be 

heard, while the giant was the dominant. He interpreted the relationship by the clue of 

comparative size and the shadow. Figure 30 is Franks’ interpretation of the illustration.  

 

I feel the picture want [sic] to talk 

with people. Some people always live in 

the shadow[.] [T]hey [were] dominated by 

the grant people mean [sic] 

underprivileged group[’s] suggestions 

can’t [be] heard by people. 

Figure 30. Excerpt of Frank’s final analysis 
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CHAPTER 5   

DISCUSSION 

Since this study aims to gain insights into students’ exploration of visual literacy 

and structured multimodal genre writing, this chapter compares two participants’ 

development of visual literacy and how they used visuals in their multimodal 

writings. The first research question aims at discussing the two participants’ 

development of visual literacy in terms of their improvements in reading visuals and 

also their development in producing visuals. The second research question asks how 

visuals help the participants’ designing, producing, and presenting process of 

multimodal writing in the descriptive and narrative paragraphs. The third research 

question will be addressed along with the second one to address how the participants’ 

visual literacy interacts with their use of visuals in multimodal writings.  

 

Research Question 1. What is EFL senior high students’ development of visual 

literacy under the multimodal approach and visual-literacy based instruction across 

time? 

From Recognition and Identification to Manipulation of Visual Thinking as a Visual 

Consumer 

Stanley and Frank demonstrated their visual thinking competency moving from 

the stage of recognition, identification and narration, interpretation and analysis to 

that of manipulation in reading visual throughout the course. In the beginning of the 

course, the participants only showed recognition and identification of VLC. 

Recognition is a stage when students understand the correspondence between the 

visual mode and the verbal mode, while students with identification and narration 
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show understanding that images illustrate particular event, scene, interactions or 

moments in a text (Bowen, 2017). In the first analysis, Stanley and Frank only 

recognized the elements and identified the illustration to be a scene of a story. Their 

beginning level of recognition and identification is similar to Housen’s (1983, as cited 

in Hailey, Miller, & Yenawine, 2015) classification of people who give an account on 

what they know in their lives when seeing the visual and who usually only make 

narrative through associations. Both Stanley and Frank identified the elements by 

applying what they knew and looking at the picture as a story, and they gave verbally 

assigned name to the image they identified.  

For the first five weeks, Stanley and Frank started to read into the visual resorted 

to interpretation and analysis of VLC with the scaffolding of structured writing. 

Moving from recognition and identification to interpretation and analyzation is the 

very stage that students start to interact with the visual by reading “the logic of the 

image itself” (Hailey et al, 2015, p.54). While the participants used to see and 

recognize the visual elements without reading the logic, the written mode of thinking 

with the structured writings encouraged students to think about the main idea of the 

visual instead of staying at recognition or narration. According to Barbot et al. (2013), 

written expression may catalyze the process of the relation of visual and verbal. 

Learners’ processing of interpreting the visual could facilitate through writing. In the 

visual analysis writing activity, the producing of multimodal writing can be 

considered a process of turning the visual into words, which is what Kress (2010) 

refers to as “transduction.” It is in the transduction process that learners reorganize 

semiotic resources across modes. When the two participants analyzed visuals by 

thinking about the structure of the topic sentence with topic and controlling idea in the 

written mode, they decoded the meaning of visual mode and gain perspectives to see 
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the pictures. From the elements of the visual, they figured out the main idea and also 

the theme of the photo for description of characteristics and sceneries. Written mode 

promotes students’ visual analysis and interpretation of understanding how they read 

images to make meanings.  

In the fifth-week, students learned coherence with the story writing activity. 

Stanley and Frank still showed their ability to interpret and analyze the story by 

viewing illustrations as connected, but their lack of manipulation of VLC to critically 

discern the picture by clues impeded them from figuring out the rationale from 

illustrations across frames. According Woolley (2014), to understand a narrative 

requires both local understanding and global understanding of the structure involving 

logical temporal sequence and causal connections. Their analysis of The Drum 

demonstrated their ability to analyze the structure of the story from a structural view 

across frames but they did not explain the character’s rationale through detailed 

observations of the local clues. When sequencing, Frank applied his knowledge that a 

story must have a beginning, middle, and end, while Stanley cared about the 

coherence when writing his interpretation of the story. However, their writing of story 

showed the absence of detailed explanations of the behavior of the characters, 

indicating their lack of the ability to figure out the rationale of the characters through 

visual imagination based on the local understanding of contextual information across 

frames.  

They did not develop manipulation in reading visuals until learning the last genre 

of narrative in the final weeks. To discern the meaning, the visual consumer needs to 

use contextual clues from the visual to figure out the purpose and intended meaning of 

the visual creator with the societal and historical context (Cordell, 2015). In contrast 

to previous analysis of The Drum, their analysis this time showed more in-depth 
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thinking about the action of the characters and they interpreted the author’s intended 

meaning. However, they were still in-betweens with the stage of analysis and 

manipulation. Their sentences seemed to be fragmented without integration and 

connection across frames. To interpret illustrations, readers required bridging 

inferences from existing information to form a new inference (Woolley, 2014). That 

is, readers need to link ideas across frames, whereas the two participants only read 

and analyzed two pages as a unit instead of building inferences from the previous 

pages. It is also possible that since they analyzed the illustrations in groups and that 

they were responsible for analyzing different pages of the pictures, they did not take 

the previous clues into considerations and forget to view pictures across frames as a 

whole. They only drew on contextual clues for the two to four pages that they had in 

front of them. They demonstrated manipulation but it was not fully developed.  

Before the end of the class, Stanley and Frank analyzed the same illustration as 

the one in the first week, and this time, their analysis had progress in manipulation 

stage. They decoded the visual through the clues of sizes and figured out the power 

relationship between the two elements. This result is similar to Huang’s (2015) result 

that students were able to identify power relationships after the training of critical 

media literacy. Stanley and Frank made meaning by observing and making inferences, 

showing their understanding of the affordance for meaning making in the visual mode 

(Kress, 2003).   

Though Stanley and Frank improved their visual literacy to the manipulation 

stage, they might not have fully developed the ability of this stage for all the visual 

analysis and they had not reached to the stage of creation and application in reading 

visual. Visual from different genres also had different features that one can interpret. 

They demonstrated manipulation only when they had interaction with the visual by 
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looking into details and inferred what is not shown in the picture explicitly. 

 

From Recreation to Creation for Multimodal Writing as a Visual Creator 

 To be visually literate needs not only the ability to read visual critically but to 

create visual that is comprehensible and transmittable. Throughout the exploration of 

visual composition, Stanley and Frank showed their improvements in visual thinking 

competency just as the results in other studies (Lee, 2014; Pantaleo, 2013; Ranker, 

2009; Wiseman et al., 2016). The experience of exposing visual and creating visual 

would help students’ development in visual literacy. In creating visual for the three 

multimodal writings, the participants demonstrated their ability from “recreate” to 

“create” (Bowen, 2017, p.713).  

 Recreation is the ability to apply basic rhetoric concept in a contextual 

frame. Both Stanley and Frank demonstrated abilities to recreate for the first 

multimodal writing of self-introduction. They were able to apply basic rhetoric 

concept to select images to represent themselves metaphorically and they could 

articulate their reasons for image selection in the first writing. According to Sinatra 

(1986), choosing images by associating with metaphorical use involved synthesizing 

thinking, and this showed their ability to manipulate and apply visual representations 

to make meanings. Yet, they both did not specifically arrange the order of the images. 

They only started to think about visual representations but had not developed fully in 

visual composition.   

 In the second writing, only Frank showed his ability to make visual 

representations and articulate reasons for the image designing— the stage of creation. 

Frank demonstrated more in-depth thinking in the design of the photo for describing 

the scenery while Stanley only chose the photo he could access. Visual composing 
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ability in photograph was different from choosing images to make arrangement. To 

make meanings through a photograph requires “a series of design decisions about 

location, composition, lighting, color, and editing when capturing an image through 

the lens of a camera” (Cordell, 2015, p.7). They needed to consider the degree of 

importance of a subject and the relationship of a subject to other elements in the frame 

(Christel, 2015). Frank had clear ideas about his composition of the photo with a 

targeted focal subject at the location, while Stanley did not think specifically the 

composition of the photo. Only Frank showed his reasons for photograph selection in 

the second composition.  

In the last genre of narrative, the two participants demonstrated their visual 

literacy competency to “create” through building clear ideas about the messages in the 

written mode first. Their creations of images are different from other studies (Lee, 

2014; Pantaleo, 2013; Ranker, 2009) in which participants created a series of 

illustrations or photographs that show events according to the time order across 

frames. In this study, both of the participants created images by eliciting key words 

from the text to select images and integrating different elements to embed their main 

idea in one frame. This process involved their understanding of the purposes for 

image creation and they demonstrated the ability to create visual representations by 

using rhetorical concepts to construct an argument. Compared to the previous two 

visual compositions, the third creation of images shows that they had more 

considerations of expressing themselves through visual composition in a specific 

context due to their fully-developed ideas in the verbal mode. Frank applied the visual 

composition of size and placement of the elements to show his intended argument that 

men are heroes in Disney; Frank adjusted color tone to salient his element. They had 

improved from recreation to creation and application of visual literacy competence. 
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From the first composition to the last, they gradually learned how to select images 

based on designing rationale and they could articulate reasons for their arrangement, 

placement, and color adjusting. 

 

Research Question 2 & 3. How do the participants use visuals in their multimodal 

structured writings in different genres, including descriptive and narrative paragraphs? 

How does the participants’ visual literacy interact with their composing of multimodal 

structured genre writing? 

Visual Inspires Ideas in the Designing Process 

Visual as Associator for Abstract Ideas in Descriptive paragraphs. To come up 

with the abstract ideas of characteristics in writing describing oneself, visual provoked 

Stanley and Frank’s imagery and facilitate creative ideas by association, helping them 

describe their personal traits and hobbies. As Gee (2003) and Sheridan & Rowsell 

(2010) pointed out, exploring the relationships between images and writing encourage 

new ways of thinking. Also, according to Barbot et al. (2013), “It is likely that visual 

skills may nurture mental imagery, thereby enhancing writing descriptions or idea 

generation in creative writing work” (p.168). For Stanley, without thinking how to 

describe with visuals, he would have no idea about his traits, and for Frank who used 

to think by words with old school thinking in writing, visual provides him with a new 

way of thinking that leads him to an unexpected road with different views. 

How visual helps association and generation of ideas can be explained by 

Moffett & Wagner (1983, as cited in Sinatra, 1986). Before embarking on writing, the 

creative ideas are generated through two processes— the conceptualization from 

nonverbal experience into thought and verbalization that involves turning thoughts 

into speech. In the process of visualizing the ideas as Stanley and Frank did, the 

nonverbal experience stimulates ideas by association through their verbalization of the 
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rationale between the connection with the image and the trait. Thus, the process of 

designing visual composition encourages turning ideas into a real image and 

facilitates the two participants’ verbalization of explaining the image. 

Through association, Stanley and Frank also used images in a figurative way. For 

example, Frank used the image of a cat to show that he liked to be alone. According to 

Sinatra (1986), the metaphorical thinking requires visionary of “seeing” and involves 

synthesizing ability to make associative connections between the traits and things that 

can represent the traits. With the progress to the stage of recreation in visual thinking 

ability, they were able to associate their personal traits and hobbies with the images by 

synthesizing similar traits, and they could reuse the images in new perspectives to 

describe themselves.  

Visual as Topic Decider for Concrete Ideas in Descriptive paragraphs. Different 

from describing personal traits, describing sceneries is more concrete and the photo 

for description is used to help Stanley and Frank decide their topic for describing. As 

Sinatra (1986) pointed out, visual indicates a unified theme, and the process of 

rethinking about the visual and limit the theme can facilitate their verbal mode and 

assist word selection. Through viewing the photograph for description or the 

illustration for narrative, students could recognize the theme of the picture and decide 

the topic for writing accordingly. 

Visual as Writing Prompt for Descriptive Paragraphs and Narrative Paragraphs. 

Aside from being a topic decider, visual also functions as a writing prompt in 

description of sceneries and narrative. In description, both Frank and Stanley referred 

the scenery in photograph to something real and concrete for writing. Their 

observation is in accordance with Sinatra’s (1986) idea that photographs reflect “the 

real life situation, which offer concrete glimpse of life that students can match with 
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their own verbal counts” (pp.223-24). With the photograph, they could decide the 

topic based on the photo selection. They recognized and understood the subjects 

correspond to a “verbal identifier” (Brown, 2017, p.713). Also in narratives, they 

wrote stories based on their analysis of the illustration in the co-construction activity. 

Thus, visual is also like a writing prompt that helped them jotted down ideas. Viewing 

the elements in the pictures also gives students the ideas and directions for writing.  

However, to use visual as a writing prompt needs careful visual designing and 

selection. In the descriptive paragraph of a scenery, Stanley did not choose the photo 

carefully and his designing of photo was not planned. Due to the designing of the 

photograph, Stanley could only decide the topic, Raohe Street Night Market, but his 

main idea of the food in night market was not shown in the picture, and thus, he had 

more difficulties coming up with the subjects for describing than Frank did. On the 

other hand, Frank had a thorough idea about what he planned to focus on through the 

picture and he could decide both his topic and the controlling ideas based on the 

picture. Two participants’ different designing process of the photograph and their 

smoothness of designing process show that creating and applying ability of visual 

thinking play an important role for deciding theme and subject for describing. The 

ability to articulate the photo selection and design indicate their ability to select photo 

with clear theme and purposes. With better selection of the photo with reasons, Frank 

could generate ideas more smoothly than Stanley did.  

Table 8. The use of visual for the three multimodal writings in the designing 

process summarizes the role of visual for the three multimodal writings in the 

designing process.  
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Table 8. The use of visual for the three multimodal writings in the designing process 

 Stanley Frank 

Description of oneself associator 

Description of a scenery topic decider 

prompt 

Narrative prompt 

 

Visual helps Organize the Structure in the Producing Process 

Visual as sequencing arranger for descriptive and narrative paragraphs. As Flynt 

& Brozo (2010) pointed out that one of the potential benefits of using visual is to 

order ideas, visual in this current study helped the two students order ideas by 

functioning as a sequencing arranger for descriptive and narrative paragraphs in a 

different way due to different features of the illustration for different genre writings. 

For describing one’s trait, the ideas are from one trait or hobby to another one. To 

match with the image that represents one trait or hobby, the order of the images 

decides the sequence of the content in the written mode. 

In describing a scenery, the factor that determines coherence is spatial 

arrangement. Only Frank used the visual to arrange his content while Stanley did not. 

The difference lies in the designing of the visual. Frank carefully designed his photo 

for the multimodal writing and showed the stage of creation in visual literacy 

competency, while Stanley only selected photo he could access. For Frank, with clear 

position of each element, he could arrange the subject based on the comparative 

location after his parsing of the photo into upper, middle, and below parts. Different 

from Frank, Stanley did not choose the photo that match with his main idea for 

describing, so the visual did not help arrange the content for Stanley. As a result, the 

photograph helped Frank arrange the spatial sequence as “scenes can be parsed onto 
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subpictures which can be ‘decoded’ further into objects and contours” (Bower, 1972, 

as cited in Sinatra, 1986, p.160).  

Finally, in the narrative, the visual in individual multimodal writing of the 

narrative do not help sequencing, but visual in the co-construction writing activity 

was also a sequencing arranger due to the physical framing of the illustrations in 

which the order of them indicates time sequence. This result is similar to Ranker’s 

(2009) result that children’s division of the drawings influenced their thinking process 

and helped children divide the passage for their story writing. The arrangement of the 

sentence goes with the picture, and thus the picture decides the sequence of the 

written mode.  

 Visual as structure organizer for descriptive and narrative paragraphs. Aside from 

sequencing arranger, visual in the writing of descriptive and narrative can also help 

Stanley and Frank organize the structure. In describing oneself, visual could be 

structure organizer that helped Stanley and Frank organize their topic sentence and 

supporting sentences. According to Sinatra (1986), “visual composition provides a 

nonverbal, holistic way of conceptualizing a theme and a way of eliciting and 

organizing a written composition” (p.222). He also points out that the organization of 

picture and how participants look at the picture influence the verbal modes used to 

make explanations about the viewing experience. With the image chosen, the students 

conceptualized the ideas and write the topic sentence for each paragraph. With clear 

ideas for one paragraph indicated by the image as a theme connector, the two 

participants also demonstrated unity for each supporting paragraphs. The only 

difference of the writings from Stanley and Frank is using visual as the essay map. 

Frank put all the images together in the first slide as an essay map while Frank did 

not. The images in the first slide encouraged Frank to think holistically and he wrote a 
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topic sentence for the introductory paragraph while Frank did not write a topic 

sentence in the first paragraph.   

As for the narrative paragraph, Stanley and Frank wrote first before their visual 

composition. Though visual was not used as a theme connector, the creating process 

of visual helped the two students reaffirm their main idea presented in their written 

mode. Stanley identified the key words from his writing for image selection while 

Frank thought about presenting his idea clearly by applying basic rhetoric concepts 

for choosing and arranging the images. The visual composing process could give 

students a chance to make sure whether their main ideas are clear or not. Table 9 

summarizes the role of visual for the three multimodal writings in the producing 

process. 

 

Table 9. The use of visual for the three multimodal writings in the producing process 

 Stanley Frank 

Description of oneself sequencing arranger  

structure organizer 

Description of a scenery none sequencing arranger 

(for spatial arrangement)  

Narrative sequencing arranger 

reaffirmation 

 

 

Awareness of Coherence from Visual in the Producing Process 

Although visual can be used as a sequencing arranger that help students arrange 

the sentences, their writings do not fully demonstrate coherence in describing scenery 

and the story writing of Piggybook. The reasons may result from their immature skills 

in connecting the sentences in a smooth way. For example, they were still not familiar 

with the devices they could use to keep the flow.  

Aside from the immature writing skills to make coherent paragraph as a 
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beginner, students’ visual literacy may also attribute to their lack of coherence in 

narrative due to their inability to inferr the relationships among pictures for narrative 

writing of Piggybook. According to Sinatra (1986), the coordination of ideas 

presented differently for the visual and verbal mode. The connection of ideas in the 

sentences is explicit while that from the visual composition is not obvious. The 

coordination of ideas from the arrangement of individual pictures needs to be made 

and inferred “through the very selection, sequencing, and juxtaposition” because what 

“go-betweens are implicit in picture sequencing” (p.161). Thus, students may create 

divergent sentences without coherence based on the pictures that showed no explicit 

connectors as illustrated in Figure 31. In writings, because of the two participants’ 

awareness of linking texts to images, they tended to produce the contents based on 

what they see explicitly. The connections between pictures are implicit and need to be 

inferred. If the students do not speculate the relationships among the individual 

pictures or the subjects in a picture, they would not make the transition of ideas in the 

written mode across frames. The lack of cohesive devices or connections among 

sentences may also indicate that students only see the elements without synthesizing 

and visualizing the components as a whole. 

 

Figure 31. The lack of connectors due to inability to infer the connection among 

pictures 
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However, for describing the scenery, there is only one photo to make descriptions 

so they need not analyze the relationship across frames. Still, the coherence in their 

co-construction of describing scenery and Frank’s multimodal writing in this genre 

leave rooms for improvement. The lack of cohesive devices that indicate spatial 

location of the elements may be due to the substitution of words by the visual, which 

is similar to Oskoz & Elola’s (2016) result that images sometimes substituted words 

in ESL undergraduates’ digital writings. The participants may replace cohesive 

devices with the visual in describing sceneries. While they were producing, they 

viewed the picture and moved from one element to another with clear ideas of the 

position. Because the photo already presents the position of all the elements, and 

readers can identify relative position among those elements from the photo, Frank and 

Stanley neglected the use of cohesive devices in the text to indicate their change of 

the subject for describing.  

To sum up, students’ success of writing coherent paragraph in a multimodal 

writing may be influenced by not just their writing ability, but also their manipulation 

of visual literacy when the connection of illustrations is not clear, and their awareness 

to indicate the relationships from one element to another in the text even if the visual 

presents the connection clearly.  

 

Visual Indicates Structure and Main Idea in the Presenting Process 

Due to Stanley’s and Frank’s use of visual as a structural organizer, theme 

connector in the producing process, visual in their presentation could be an indicator 

to their structure or content before the audience read their work. It could also be a 

confirmer for comprehending the text in the reading process. The roles correspond to 

Woolley’s (2014) idea that visual could be used to aid reading comprehension before 
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reading and during reading. Before reading, readers could scan the illustrations to get 

surface feature of the text. During reading, readers could monitor their reading by stop 

reading at some places, trying to connect the images and the text. For description of 

oneself, the images present the structure and connect the theme, and thus participants 

thought the images were helpful in indicating structure for readers. As for describing 

the scenery, Frank’s photo could be a confirmer for readers to know whether their 

comprehension of the text correspond to the photo that present the reality. Finally, the 

images in narrative were created based on the main idea of the text and with the two 

students’ understanding of visual as a source for them to get closer to the meaning of 

the text, they think the visual mode could let readers predict the topic or ascertain 

their comprehension of the text. Table 10 summarizes the use of visual for the three 

multimodal writings in the presenting process.  

 

Table 10. The use of visual for the three multimodal writings in the presenting process 

 Stanley Frank 

Description of oneself structure indicator  

Description of a scenery confirmer 

Narrative topic predictor 

confirmer 

 

Stanley and Frank came up with the roles of structure indicator, topic predictor 

and confirmer by perceiving themselves as readers from multimodal writers’ points of 

view when presenting. Their awareness of the audience is similar to the results of 

other studies (Edwards-Groves, 2011; Matthewman, 2003). They would explicitly be 

aware of how audience interpret or view their multimodal writing. They further 

thought of how the visual functions from readers’ eyes. By thinking about the readers, 

they viewed their creation of visual could function the same if they made their 
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intended meanings clear through the visual.  
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CHAPTER 6   

CONCLUSION 

 This chapter starts with an overview of the present study, followed by pedagogical 

implications, limitations of the study and suggestions for future research, and ends with a 

conclusion.   

Summary of the Study 

 This thesis intends to address three research questions: (1) What is EFL senior high 

students’ development of visual literacy under the multimodal approach and visual-literacy 

based instruction across time? (2) How do the participants use visuals in their multimodal 

structured writings in different genres, including descriptive and narrative paragraphs? (3) 

How do the participants’ visual literacy interact with their composing of multimodal 

structured genre writing? To gain deeper understanding of EFL senior high students’ 

development of visual literacy and its interaction with multimodal writing, qualitative 

descriptive case study approach was adopted. Two high school students, Stanley and Frank, 

were selected from the class as the participants mainly due to their ability to articulate their 

thoughts. The data were collected through observation, reflective journals, documents and 

artifacts, and individual semi-structured interviews through the sixteen-week classes. 

Bowen’s (2017) VLC rubric was used as an analytical framework to analyze the development 

of visual literacy and thematic analysis from Braun & Clarke’s (2006) six-step framework 

was adopted to understand the two students’ use of visual in multimodal writing. 

Triangulation, member check, and thick descriptions were used to ensure the trustworthiness 

of the study. 

 The result for visual literacy development shows that the two participants had 

improvement from the stage of recognition to that of manipulation in reading visuals, and 
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they both showed the stage of creation in the final multimodal writing in terms of creating 

visuals. In reading visual, their analysis of a dog’s trait showed that they could figure out the 

relationships among the elements and interpret the dog’s characteristics from the clues. 

However, they did not demonstrate the ability to manipulate all the visuals. In the description 

of scenery, students wrote what they saw in the picture as supporting sentences without a 

topic sentence that pointed out the purpose or the main idea of the photograph. In writing 

narrative based on visual analysis of the storybook, they failed to infer the connection across 

frames. Their visual analysis did not fully develop to manipulation when encountering 

different visuals in different genres. As for creating visuals for the three multimodal writings, 

description of oneself, description of a scenery, and narrative about gender experience, both 

students demonstrated manipulation and creation of visual thinking ability. In describing 

oneself, they were able to articulate reasons for image selection but they did not specifically 

make an arrangement of images in the first writing. For the second, Frank had more in-depth 

visual thinking than Stanley. Frank applied composition in visual composition with a clear 

purpose and idea for shooting the picture while Stanley did not. Finally, both of them created 

images based on clear ideas and their chose images from key words. Frank especially utilized 

the knowledge of size and placement to make his meaning clear. They both improved to the 

level of creation and application but Frank showed more visual thinking skills.  

The two students’ use of visual for multimodal genre writings in the process of 

designing, producing, and presenting were similar, while the difference uses of visual were 

likely due to different levels of VLC. In designing, visual provides ideas by arousing 

association in description of oneself and was functioned as a writing prompt in description of 

scenery and narrative writing. In producing, it was used as a sequencing arranger for Frank 

while Stanley did not compose the picture that corresponding to his main idea and so the 

visual did not help him arrange the contents for the written mode. Finally, in presenting 
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process, visual can be used as structure and topic indicator for readers before they read the 

text, and it can be a confirmer for knowing one’s comprehension is correct or not while 

reading.  

Though visual helped organize the structure and sequence sentences, students’ coherence 

in writings left room for improvement. One of the reasons may due to students’ inability to 

infer implicit connectors among pictures across frames and another reasons may be due to the 

fact that clear presentation of elements in the picture replaces the use of cohesive devices.  

All in all, the result showed that visual literacy can be improved with the written mode 

thinking and writing process can be helped with the use of visual. The two participants’ VLC 

also interacted with their use of visual in multimodal writing.  

 

Pedagogical Implications 

As the results indicate, visuals in different genres have different features and may need 

different skills for decoding and composing. Students’ development of visual literacy will not 

just improve due to the factor of time but also the exposure to different kinds of visuals with 

instructions. As Cordell (2015) suggested, instructors should prepare different kinds of visual, 

such as images, illustrations, photographs, painting, and digital images for every genre of 

picture may have different traits for learners to explore. For photographs, students can learn 

visual composing to understand how to present meanings by designing. Instructors can ask 

students to figure out the theme and the purpose of a photograph first so that they could think 

about composition, framing or coloring based on the design. They can also apply the 

principles of designing when analyzing a photo. For illustrations in narrative, students need to 

discern meanings by bridging inference across frames (Woolley, 2014). Instructors can help 

students build the inference by asking questions and remind students to analyze across 

frames. To sum up, instructors may address different skills for visual cognition according to 
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the feature of different types of genre to help students fully develop visual literacy in reading 

and creating all types of work.  

Also, as discussed in the previous chapter, students’ visual literacy would influence how 

they use visual in writing different genres. For descriptive genres, instructors can ask students 

to check their organization and reasoning of the images so they would have better ideas of 

how to sequence the contents in a logical way with the visual. Also it is important to lead 

student to analyze the photo before writing the description of the scenery. Interpreting the 

purpose or main idea of the photo may help them write a topic sentence. Figuring out the 

relationships among different elements in the picture may help them sequence the sentences 

with clear connections. Finally, photo and image selection is crucial for writing description as 

well. Without the clear purpose and main idea in designing, students will encounter 

difficulties in composing. Thus, it is suggested that instructors teach students some visual 

composing principles before creating the visual, and they could list questions about ideas and 

purposes in the designing process.  

To improve students’ coherence in multimodal writing within one frame, students need to 

develop awareness not to replace connecters in verbal mode with the visual. As Rowsell 

(2013) pointed out that “images/visuals should not always substitute other modes of making 

meaning but should be considered as a way to supplement and enrich what a text offers” (p. 

59). Teachers should provide language support and lead the use of connectors when students 

are analyzing the visual. 

For coherence in narrative, drawing on Sinatra’s (1986) idea that students’ difficulties in 

figuring out the relationships among pictures cause them to write divergent sentences without 

connectors, it is suggested that teachers can lead students to analyze the pictures before 

writing. The instructors can ask questions that arouse students’ awareness of the connection 

between pictures and stimulate students to figure out the relationships among the pictures. 
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For students’ multimodal writing with their own creation of pictures with different images, 

the instructors could remind students to organize the pictures with reasons in the designing 

process. Later, in the producing process, though the images do not explicitly show the 

connections, students need to verbalize their rationale for the sequence and use connectors to 

write coherently from one idea to another.  

Finally, the instructors for visual literacy instruction need not only the knowledge of 

teaching principles but also high level of visual thinking abilities. Since the twelve-year 

curriculum guideline made by Ministry of Education (MOE) in 2014 suggested to incorporate 

“core competency” in formative courses and promote multiliteracies, it is important for 

teacher to be qualified with the ability to teach visual literacy. Thus, it is suggested that 

teacher training programs about visual literacy and visual literacy instruction can be provided 

to increase teaching qualities and open up more possibilities.  

 

Limitations of the Study and Suggestions for Future Research 

This study has four limitations followed by three suggestions for further research. First, 

the instructor’s instructions and explanations of visual literacy had influence on how students 

viewed visual or writing, but that only limited to one participant, Frank, at the very 

beginning. For example, Frank was impressed with the instructor’s explanation of the 

sequencing principle in the example reading, and he adopted the same principle in his 

description of the scenery without specifically thinking how to sequence the sentences. 

However, he started to have his own thoughts later. When he read again and reflected on his 

own work, he said that he should have adopted another sequencing principle to make his 

main idea clear instead of following the example. Frank still had his own perspectives on 

visuals and had the ability to make reflections on his own. He thoughts about the 

relationships between visual and text, and came up with the role of visual based on his 
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reflections of the writing experiences.  

Second, due to the limitation of time, this study only investigated the students’ 

exploration of visuals and writings for descriptive and narrative. Based on the results that 

genres provide different exploring experiences of both visuals and writings, it is suggested 

that other genres may entail different uses of visual and different skills of visual literacy skills 

in multimodal writings. Different from the features of telling a story or visualizing an object 

in narrative and descriptive paragraphs, exposition and argumentation may involve 

explaining concepts and convincing one’s opinion or belief (Lam, 2011, March), which is 

more difficult for learners as suggested by the National Academic for Educational Research 

(2017). Thus, future research could explore other genres like exposition or argumentation and 

see how visual is used and interact with multimodal writings.  

Third, there was no peer debrief to analyze the participants’ visual literacy. The 

researcher’s interpretation of the data may be one of the many possible explanations. Thus, 

thick data were provided and allowed readers to give alternative explanations.  

Also, this study only selected two participants to gain in-depth understanding of their 

exploration of visual literacy and multimodal writing. The results from only two cases may 

not make generalization about EFL senior high students’ development of visual and how 

visual is used in descriptive and narrative writing. It is suggested that future research could 

select more participants to understand the general situations.  

 

Conclusion 

The current study addresses the importance of developing visual literacy in a multimodal 

writing course and the need to incorporate visual-literacy instruction with multimodal writing 

since the interaction of visual mode and written mode carry out improvement of visual 

thinking and writing skills. Visual literacy could be improved and aroused through writing, 

and students’ written work can be strengthened through the use of visual and the 
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understanding of how visual and text interact with each other. Also, teaching visual along 

with the genres gives students chances to explore different types of visual with different 

feature and purposes, which enable students to not just learn how to critically decode the 

visual but also figure out the relationship between text and visual. With the incorporation of 

multimodal writing and visual literacy, images and texts can interact and enrich each other. 
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Appendix A: Design of the Course 

W Genre Multimodal Writing Visual literacy Activity 

1 -- 

Introduction to two modes for 

creating meaning: visuals and 

texts 

 See and read visuals 

 Understand that images represent 

things in the world 

 Read a series of photographs with 

the same theme and write analysis 

of the pictures as a group 

2 

The paragraph 

 

 Structure of a paragraph 

 Topic and Topic sentence 

 Read and interpret visuals 

 Understand that images illustrate 

particular event, scene in a text. 

 Analyze the structure of a 

paragraph with photographs 

 Read the picture and give it a topic 

 Read the visual and imagine the 

story behind 

3 
 Supporting sentences 

 Unity 

 Read and interpret visuals 

 Understand that images illustrate 

particular event or scene in a text. 

 Analyze unity of a paragraph 

 Analyze the unity of pictures 

4 
 Concluding sentence 

 Coherence 
 Picture-text coherence 

 Write a concluding sentence 

 Analyze coherence of the text 

 Analyze picture-text coherence 

5 
 Outlining 

 Simile and metaphor 
 Creating: Photo shooting 

 Create a picture-text coherence 

multimodal writing with the use of 

simile and metaphor 

6 
Descriptive-

person 

 Interpret the structure of 

a paragraph with the 

images  

 Designing: think about 

the structure of a 

 Read and interpret visuals 

 Understand that images illustrate 

certain aspect in the text 

 Read the picture and guess the 

personality or characteristic of a 

dog 
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paragraph by making an 

outline and think about 

what images can best 

represent oneself 

7 

 Producing: write a 

profile with pictures and 

images that can represent 

themselves  

 Choose pictures: creating meanings 

with cooperation 
 Writing a profile with pictures 

8 

 Presentation 

 Introduce oneself and explain the choose of images and the 

design of the picture 

 Introduce themselves with the profile 

 Peer review 

9 
Descriptive-

scenery 

 

 Structure of descriptive 

paragraph 

 Designing 

 Read the photos and describe in 

details 

 Read the photos of sceneries  

 Write a descriptive paragraph of a 

scenery based on the analysis of a 

photograph 

10 
 Producing: describe the 

pictures  

 Use the images to describe a scene in 

an object 

 Write descriptive paragraph about 

the place with pictures  

11  Presentation: students draw a scenery based one classmates’ description of a place 

12 
Review school 

work 
 Review school work 

13 
Narrative 

paragraph 

 Introduce narrative 

paragraph 

 Designing: think about 

 Critically interpret images with the 

contextual clue or information. 

 Use visuals with different 

 Group work: tell a story with 

pictures  

 Group wok: analyze the story and 
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how to present ideas 

about gender inequality  

perspectives and retell story in a 

different way.  

 Interpret representations of gender, 

cultural or social identifiers in a 

storybook. 

the pictures of “Piggybook.” 

14 

 Producing: Write an 

experience about gender 

inequality and how you 

feel about this 

experience with pictures. 

 Create representations of gender, 

cultural or social identifiers in a 

storybook. 

 Write a narrative with pictures 

15 
 Presentation: students interpret pictures created by the classmates before reading the text to see whether their 

understanding of the images correspond to the text.  

16 Wrap-up  Review the concepts, students write questionnaires  
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 Appendix B: Detailed descriptions of the course for each week  

Week 1: Introduction to the Course 

 In the first week, the instructor introduced the writing course as an integrated course of 

multimodal writing and visual literacy. She told students the reasons why visual was involved 

in a writing course. In this digital era, students would not only encounter pictures in the tests 

but also in their daily lives. They should require the ability to read the pictures critically and 

to create pictures to transfer messages.  

 After the introduction of the course, students wrote questionnaires and wrote their 

thoughts or interpretations of the illustration from Schmitz (2018) without limitation of the 

number of words. 

After that, the instructor asked students to introduce themselves and formed a group. The 

two participants, Stanley and Frank, happened to be in the same group— group A. They 

explored visual and writing as group members in the activities.  

 

Co-construction Activity: Describe the Scenery 

In Week one, before students learned any structure of an English paragraph or developed 

their visual literacy, students experienced a multimodal writing activity. They received a 

series of picture from Conoce Honduras (2018) as presented in Figure 32, and they were 

required to write a paragraph together. They were firstly asked to choose three to four 

pictures and wrote down one sentence to describe the overall situation about the photos. 

Then, students were required to be responsible for describing at least one picture and they had 

to work together to piece everyone’s sentence together into a paragraph.  
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Figure 32. Pictures for visual analysis and co-constructing a structure paragraph  

 

Weeks 2-5: Structured of an English Paragraph 

In Weeks two to five, they learned the overall structure of a paragraph, narrowing down 

a topic, topic sentence, supporting sentence, and concluding sentence. They also learned the 

concept of coherence and unity.  

In the practice of identifying structure, they also had a photograph (Rius, 2018) besides 

the paragraphs as shown in Figure 33. For example, before they read or analyzed the 

structure, the instructor asked them to look at the picture and try to guess the main idea or the 

topic for the paragraph as a group. The instructor gave them some hints, such as looking at 

the face, color tone, or the subject listed besides. Every group write down their answers on 

the blackboard. 
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Figure 33. Example of a structured paragraph 

 

Co-construction Activity: Writing a Story with Coherence 

In Week five, students learned the concept of coherence, and they had an activity to 

sequence the pictures and retell the story, The Drum, illustrated by Martinez (n.d.) in an 

online story learning platform, Learning A-Z. This story was selected due to the repeated 

objects in the consequent pictures with every picture bringing out a new object, and thus 

students could figure out the old and new information in the plot and tried to write a coherent 

story based on the contextual clues. The illustration of The Drum is shown in Figure 34. 
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Figure 34. illustrations from The Drum (Martinez, n.d.) 

 

Students had to sequence the pictures first by analyzing the pictures, and then after 

sequencing, they retold the story based on their analysis. They worked together to sequence 

and every group went on stage to share their version of story based on their sequence. After 

every group’s presentation, they started to write the story. Each student was responsible for at 

least three to four pictures. 
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Weeks 6-8: Descriptive Paragraph of a Person 

After the structure of an English paragraph, students started to learned the genre of 

description and they specifically learned how to describe a person or a trait during Week 6 to 

8.  

Co-construction Activity: Whole-class Construction of Describing the Dog 

In Week six, they had two co-construction writing activities. They firstly did the whole-

class construction and then group work successively. In the whole-class construction, they 

were going to write a description of a dog based on the photographs created by Rius (2018). 

The worksheet for co-construction and the photograph is shown in Figure 35. They firstly 

discussed the dog’s personality trait in groups and every group wrote their analysis on a piece 

of white board to contribute their ideas. After that, the instructor asked students for 

contributing their ideas to write the topic sentence, supporting sentences, and the concluding 

sentence. 

 

Figure 35. Worksheet for whole-class construction of describing the dog 
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Co-construction Activity 2: Describing the Dog in Groups 

After the whole-class analysis and construction, it was time for group work. They had 

four photographs (Rius, 2018) of the dog on their worksheet as presented in Figure 36. They 

firstly decided which picture to analyze and describe, and they should write a structured 

descriptive paragraph about the dog based on their interpretation of the pictures.   

 

Figure 36. Photos for description of a dog (Rius, 2018) 

Individual Multimodal Writing 1 

Designing. In the next period, students read examples of self-introduction, and they 

started to make a plan for writing. The instructor asked the students to think about the items 

that may represent who they are, that is, the items need to be related to their personality, 

interests, habits, hobbies, etc. They could also choose a background color they liked. Students 

could think about the visual or the content first without any specific order. However, there 

was not much time for them to think, so most of the students did not finish the outline. Also, 

they only had smartphones at hand, so they did not find images on the internet; instead, they 

wrote down what images they wanted to represent themselves. Figure 37 was one of the 

example writing they read in the class.  
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Figure 37. Example writing: description of a person 

Production. In Week 7, the instructor signed up for a computer laboratory so the students 

were able to use Word or PowerPoint to compose multimodal writing and they had access the 

internet with free image resources such as Flaticon and Freepik. Students could compose with 

whatever sequence they liked; it did not matter whether writing or images was the first. 

Presentation. On Week 8, every student was asked to present on their multimodal 

writing. They firstly read their work and they shared some of their composing process or 

designing rationale. After presenting, students were asked to do peer review before they got 

instructor’s feedback, so they could make a revision based on both classmates and teacher’s 

feedback. The class ended after they wrote their reflective journal on their first multimodal 

writing.  

 

Weeks 9-11: Descriptive Paragraph of a Scenery or an Object 

Students learned the structure of descriptive paragraph of scenery in Week 9 with co-

construction writing activities. They wrote individual multimodal writing in Week 10, and 
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presented their production in Week 11. 

In week 9, the class stared with reading and analyzing the example multimodal writing. 

Figure 38 is the worksheet for description of a scenery. Students analyzed the senses being 

used in the example writing and how the author arranged the sentences to make coherent 

flow. After that, they also learned cohesive devices for spatial arrangement as shown in 

Figure 39.  

 

Figure 38. Example writing: description of a scenery 

 

Figure 39. Worksheet: coherence of a descriptive paragraph 
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Co-construction Activity: Writing a Descriptive Paragraph of a Scenery 

In the co-construction activity of describing a scenery, each group received one picture 

for describing and every group’s picture shared some objects in common in the sceneries. 

Students only knew that all pictures were about mountains. They were not allowed to see 

other groups’ pictures. They had to describe as vivid and detailed as possible so that others 

could match the picture with their descriptions. After writing, all the group had to post their 

writings on the blackboard and the teacher would then show all the pictures on PPT. Each 

group should guess which picture correspond to the writing for each group. The following 

pictures in Figure 40 were all the pictures students had.  

 

 
Figure 40. Photos for description of sceneries  

 

Individual Multimodal Writing 2 

Designing. Before the end of the class on week 9, the instructor asked students to think 

about a place that they once traveled to and they should prepare at least one photo for writing 

a descriptive paragraph about the place as their homework. They had to save the photo in 

USB or on the cloud so they could have access to the photo from the computer at school next 

week. They also needed to think about the purpose of introducing the place.  

Production. In week 10, students wrote descriptive paragraphs based on the photo they 
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chose. The instructor reminded students to figure out their purposes for describing the place 

before writing.  

Presentation. For the next week, student had a presenting activity to show their work. 

Each student had to post their writing part without photos. Two people in a group read each 

other’s text and tried to draw the scenery based on reading the descriptions of a place. After 

finishing drawing, they posted their photos and the whole class would see everyone’s work 

and drawings together. They could saw whether they drew similar to the photo and whether 

they described clear enough to make readers visualize the description. They could also see 

how others make descriptions or admire the photos they took. 

Week 12 was used to review their school work so no data was collected. 

 

Weeks 13-15: Narrative Paragraph about Gender Discrimination or Inequality 

For the rest three weeks, they learned the new genre, narrative paragraph. In Week 13, they 

explored visual by analyzing illustrations from Piggybook and they had a co-construction 

activity to retell the story based on their analysis of the illustrations.  

Individual Multimodal Writing 3 

Designing. At the end of the class on Week 13, Students were asked to think about their 

experiences related to gender stereotype or gender inequality. They were asked to write the 

experience in the first paragraph and write their thoughts or reflections about the experiences 

in the second paragraph. 

Production. In Week 14, students used computers to create multimodal writing. They 

also had access to the internet and images from online resources. They mostly used Flaticon 

and Freepik to select images they needed.  

Presenting. In Week 15, students shared their work by a presenting activity. They firstly 

shared their design of visual with at least one classmate who would guess the main idea of the 
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visual. After that, they showed their writing to the same classmates. Students could see 

whether classmates’ understanding of the images corresponded to the writing and find out 

whether they expressed their ideas clear through creation of the visual.  

 

Week 16: Wrap-up 

 In the final week, the instructor reviewed all the concepts they had learned and asked 

students to analyze a visual. The picture for visual analysis was the same as the first week. 

After finishing writing, they got their first analysis and they could compare the two analyses 

to see whether they made progress in writing skills and visual literacy. 
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Appendix C: Reflective journal 

Reflective Journal 1 

Chinese Name: ________________     English Name: ________________    Date: 

___________ 

 

 Please write down your reflection according to the question. You can choose any 

language you like. 請依據下列問題寫下你的個人反思。不限語言。 

 

1. What are the most impressive activities in the classes? Why? 

在這幾堂課中最印象深刻的活動是什麼? 為什麼? 

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________ 

 

2. What have I learned in the classes? 

我在這幾堂課中學到了什麼內容?  

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________ 

 

Reflective Journal 2 

 

Chinese Name: ________________     English Name: ________________    Date: 

___________ 

 

 Please write down your reflection according to the question. You can choose any 

language you like. 請依據下列問題寫下你的個人反思。不限語言。 

 

3. What are the most impressive activities in the classes? Why? 在這幾堂課中最印象深

刻的活動是什麼? 為什麼? 

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________ 
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4. What have I learned in the classes? 我在這幾堂課中學到了什麼內容?  

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________ 

5. What is the significance of pictures in writing self-introduction? 圖片在寫作自我介紹

中對你而言有什麼意義?  

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________ 

6. How do you think about your ability to find and create pictures? 你認為你尋找與創作

圖片的能力如何?  

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________ 

7. Is pictures helpful for writing self-introduction? If yes, what are they? If no, why? 

圖片對於自我介紹的寫作有甚麼幫助嗎? 如果有，是怎麼樣的幫助呢? 如果沒有

那是為什麼呢? 

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________ 

8. Is there any difficulty in writing self-introduction with picture? If yes, what are they? If 

no, why? 在寫作自我介紹的圖文創作中你有遇到什麼困難嗎? 如果有是什麼樣的

困難?若沒有，是為什麼? 

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________ 
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Reflective Journal 3 

 

Chinese Name: ________________     English Name: ________________    Date: 

___________ 

 Please write down your reflection according to the question. You can choose any 

language you like. 請依據下列問題寫下你的個人反思。不限語言。 

1. What are the most impressive activities in the classes? Why? 在這幾堂課中最印

象深刻的活動是什麼? 為什麼? 

 

 

2. What have I learned in the classes? 我在這幾堂課中學到了什麼內容? 

 

 

3. What is your order of composing? Think about photo first or think about writing 

first? Why?  

你創作的順序是甚麼? 是先構思照片還是先想寫作? 為甚麼? 

 

 

4. What picture did you choose? Why did you choose this picture? 你選了甚麼照

片? 為甚麼選這個照片? 

 

 

5. What is your purpose of writing? 你描寫此景物的寫作的目的是甚麼? 

 

 

6. Who are your target readers? Did you consider your readers when you were 

composing? 這篇寫作的目標讀者是誰?在你創作的過程中你有想到讀者嗎? 

 

 

7. Is pictures helpful for writing description of the scenery? If yes, what are they? If 

no, why? 圖片對於景物描述的寫作有甚麼幫助嗎? 如果有，是怎麼樣的幫助

呢? 如果沒有那是為什麼呢? 

 

 

8. What is the significance of pictures in writing description of the scenery? 圖片在

寫景物描述中對你而言有什麼意義?  
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9. Is there any difficulty in writing description of the scenery with picture? If yes, 

what are they? If no, why? 在用圖片寫景物描述中你有遇到什麼困難嗎? 如果

有是什麼樣的困難?若沒有，是為什麼? 

 

 

 

Reflective Journal 4 

Chinese Name: ________________     English Name: ________________    Date: 

___________ 

 

 Please write down your reflection according to the question. You can choose any 

language you like. 請依據下列問題寫下你的個人反思。不限語言。 

1. What are the most impressive activities in the classes? Why? 在這個月中最印象

深刻的活動是什麼? 為什麼? 

 

 

2. What have I learned in the classes? 我在這幾堂課中學到了什麼內容? 

 

 

3. What is your order of composing? Think about photo first or think about writing 

first? Why? 你創作的順序是甚麼? 是先構思圖片還是先想寫作? 為甚麼? 

 

 

4. How did you think up the design of the picture? 你是構思圖片設計的? 

 

 

5. How did you express your ideas through the picture? 你如何透過圖片表達你的

想法? 

 

 

6. What is your purpose of writing? 你的寫作的目的是甚麼? 

 

 

7. Who are your target readers? Did you consider your readers when you were 

composing? 這篇寫作的目標讀者是誰?在你創作的過程中你有想到讀者嗎? 
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8. Is pictures helpful for writing narrative? If yes, what are they? If no, why? 圖片

對於敘述經驗有甚麼幫助嗎? 如果有，是怎麼樣的幫助呢? 如果沒有那是為

什麼呢? 

 

 

9. What is the significance of pictures in writing narrative? 圖片在寫景物描述中對

你而言有什麼意義?  

 

 

10. Is there any difficulty in writing narrative with picture? If yes, what are they? If 

no, why? 在用圖片寫景物描述中你有遇到什麼困難嗎? 如果有是什麼樣的困

難?若沒有，是為什麼? 
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Appendix D: Interview Protocols for the Two Participants 

First Interview Protocol 

Topic Domain 1: Conceptualization of Visual Literacy 

Lead-off Question:  

What comes in your mind when I talk about visual? When do you have the experiences 

related to visuals? Please talk about your experiences. 

如果我講到圖像你會想到什麼?在日常生活中你什麼時候會有這些圖像的相關經驗? 

請描述這些經驗? 

1. What kinds of visuals do you usually read? 

你通常會讀到哪些的圖像? 

2. Where do you see these visuals? 

你是在哪裡看到這些圖像的? 

3. Aside from Facebook, is there any other platform or media that you will encounter 

visuals? 

只有 Facebook 嗎?還有其他管道會看到圖像嗎? 

 

Topic Domain 2: Conceptualization of Multimodal Writing 

Lead-off Question:  

When you got the registration form for this class, what are your thoughts about 

multimodal writing at that time?  

當初學校發給你們這堂圖文寫作課程的報名表時，你看到圖文寫作想到什麼?  

Follow-up Questions 

1. What is the writing course about?  

你覺得這是怎麼樣的作文課? 

2. What attracted you to sign up for this class? 

是什麼吸引你來報名這堂課的呢? 

3. What was your imagination or your expectation for this course at that time? 

你那時對於這堂課有甚麼想像或是期望嗎? 

 

Topic Domain 3: Conceptualization of Multimodal Writing and Visual Literacy 

Lead-off Question:  

Do you still remember the first class? Could you describe what how the class went and 

how did you feel? 

你還記得第一堂課的事情嗎? 請你描述你對於第一堂課大概怎麼進行和你的看法

嗎? 

Follow-up Questions 

1. What was the most impressive content or activity? Why? 

你最近最深刻的內容或是活動是甚麼? 為什麼? 

2. Do you remember what I said when I introduced the course as a multimodal writing 

course? 

當我第一次介紹圖文寫作時，你記得我講什麼嗎? 有什麼看法? 

3. What is your understanding of visual literacy when you know the word for the first 

time? 
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你第一次聽到圖像素養時，你對於圖像素養的理解是甚麼? 

4. Do you remember what I said when I firstly talked about visual literacy? What comes 

in your mind?  

當我第一次提到圖像素養的時候，你有什麼看法嗎? 

5. Did you guess what is the goal of the course at that time? 

你當時覺得這堂課的目標或是目的是甚麼? 

6. Do you remember the first writing activity? What did you do? 

你記得第一次的寫作活動是什麼嗎? 你們做了甚麼? 

7. I gave you a series of pictured related to sea animals, you remember? What did you 

do after you got the picture? 

我給你們一系列海洋生物的圖片你們還記得嗎? 你們拿到圖片後做了些甚麼? 

8. Any difficulties you met?  

有遇到任何困難嗎? 那怎麼辦? 有什麼收穫?  

9. Do you remember anything about the second class or the following classes?  

你還記得後來的課程嗎? 像是第二堂課或是之後的課程? 

10. Do you remember naming the topic for the picture of a dog? What did you think about 

the activity or how did you feel at that time? 

你還記得看狗狗圖片並且幫圖片下標題的活動嗎? 你覺得這個活動如何? 你有

甚麼感受嗎? 

11. We also read a series of picture and I asked you to find out the theme. What did you at 

that time? 

你還記得我有請你們看一系列的圖片並且想出主題的活動嗎? 你們都做了些什

麼? 

12. After listening to the interpretations from other groups, do you have any thoughts?  

聽完其他組的分析，你有甚麼想法嗎? 

13. Do you remember that I gave to pictures of a story without order and that I asked you 

to decide the sequence of the picture for the story? Can you talk about what did you 

do at that time? 

你還記得我給你們打亂的故事圖片，並且要你們自己決定故事順序的活動嗎? 

能不能說說你們都做了些甚麼? 

14. Is there any other activity or content that you are impressed with? 

有其他令你印象深刻的活動或內容嗎? 

 

Topic Domain 1: Multimodal Writing of Descriptive Paragraph 

Lead-off Question:  

Do you still remember the class you learn descriptive paragraph? Please share with me 

any activity or content you remember in that class.  

你還記得我們第一次學描寫文的那堂課嗎? 可以請你分享那堂課中任何你記得的活

動或內容嗎? 
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Follow-up Questions 

1. Do you remember that we read the picture about the dog and we describe the dog’s 

personality together? Do you have any thoughts when we compose a paragraph 

together as a class? 

你記得我們有解析狗狗圖片並且描述他的個性的活動嗎? 你對於全班一起針對

這張圖寫一個小段落有甚麼想法嗎? 

2. After that, do you remember what did we do? 

在那之後我們還做了什麼，你記得嗎? 

3. After the whole-class construction, I asked you to choose one picture to analyze and 

compose a descriptive paragraph as a group, remember? Can you share with me what 

did you discuss in the group? 

在全班一起創作後，接下來我就請你們每組自己選一張圖分析並寫下一段描述

文，還記得嗎?可以請你分享你們當時都討論了什麼嗎? 

4. Is there any other activity or content that you are impressed with? 

有其他令你印象深刻的活動或內容嗎? 

 

Topic Domain 2: Composing Process of Multimodal Writing for Descriptive Paragraph 

of a Person 

Lead-off Question:  

Please introspect your composing process when you were writing descriptions of yourself 

with pictures. Can you describe how you designed both pictures and the text? You can 

start from the beginning, either from the picture or the text.  

請你回想你自我介紹的圖文創作過程。可以請你描述你從無到有的過程中你是怎麼

設計圖和文字的? 無論是圖片或是寫作開始都可以。 

Follow-up Questions 

5. What is your order of composing? Think about photo first or think about writing first? 

Why?  

你創作的順序是甚麼? 是先構思照片還是先想寫作? 為甚麼? 

6. How did you design this picture?  

你是如何設計這張圖的? 

7. Why did you choose this picture? What does it represent?  

你為甚麼選這個圖?他代表甚麼嗎? 對你而言為什麼很重要? 

8. Why did you choose this color tone? Why was it important to you? 

你為甚麼選擇這個顏色/色調? 對你而言為什麼很重要? 

9. How did you arrange the sequence of these pictures? 

你是怎麼安排這些圖片的順序?  

10. Why are the arrangement of sequence important for you?  

這樣的順序對你而言為什麼很重要? 

11. How do you make connection between the picture and the text?  

你是怎麼連結圖片與文字的呢? 
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12. How do you come up with those ideas?  

你是怎麼樣想出這些點子的? 

 

Topic Domain 3: The Role of Visual and Visual Literacy  

Lead-off Question:  

What did you think about the experience of integrating pictures in writing descriptions of 

yourself? You can talk about how you feel or your opinions toward visuals before, during, 

and after the multimodal writing. 

你對於融入圖片在寫作自我介紹的經驗中有什麼想法嗎?你可以說說自己在創作前、

中、後對圖片的感受或想法。 

Follow-up Questions: 

1. Did you consider your purpose when you were composing?  

在你創作的過程中你有想到你的目的嗎? 

2. Is there any significance of thinking up pictures toward your writing?  

你覺得想圖片對你寫作方面有什麼樣的意義嗎? 

3. Did you consider your readers when you were composing? For example, did you 

concern the feelings or idea you want to bring to the readers?  

在你創作的過程中你有想到讀者嗎?比如你想要帶給讀者甚麼樣的想法或感覺

嗎? 

4. Did you have any difficulties in the composing process? If yes, what are they? 

你在創作過程有遇到任何困難嗎? 如果有的話是甚麼呢? 

5. If you write your self-introduction without pictures, do you think there will be 

differences? If yes, what are they? 

你覺得如果這篇只有文字創作的話，會有甚麼不一樣嗎? 如果有是什麼呢? 

6. Do you have anything to add? 

你有想要補充說明什麼嗎? 

 

 

Second Interview Protocol 

Topic Domain 1: Composing Process of Multimodal Writing  

Lead-off Question 1:  

After writing the self-introduction, we learned descriptive paragraph of a scenery. What 

do you remember about the class I taught descriptive paragraph of a scenery? 

在寫完自我介紹的描述後，我們上了景物的描寫文，你記得我們都上了些甚麼或是

做了甚麼活動嗎?  

Follow-up Questions 

1. Do you remember that I asked you to describe a picture with details? Please share 

with me what did you do when you see the picture? 

2. 你記得我有請你們看景物的照片並且要你們加深描述細節嗎? 可以請你分享你

看到圖片後做了些什麼嗎? 
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3. Do you remember anything after that? 

在那之後你還記得什麼嗎? 

4. Do you remember that we had an activity to describe to photo with scenery? Please 

describe what did you do in that activity. 

你記得之後我做了另一個描述風景的活動嗎? 請你描述你在這個活動大概做了

些甚麼? 

5. Did you meet any difficulties? 

你們有遇到甚麼困難嗎? 

6. After you finished, I asked you to post it on FB, and you needed to guess which photo 

corresponded to the description written by each group. Could you share with me how 

you decided the photo and the description?  

7. 寫完之後我有請你們把描述貼到 FB 社團，並且要組別間互相猜測描述所對應

的照片，可以請你分享你們是怎麼決定圖片和文字的對應嗎? 

8. How did you feel about the activity? 

你對於這個活動有甚麼感受嗎? 

 

Topic Domain 2: Composing Process of Multimodal Writing  

Lead-off Question 1:  

Please describe your composing process when you were writing descriptions of the 

scenery with pictures. How did you design both pictures and the text? You can start from 

the beginning, either from the picture or the text.  

請描述你景物描述文的創作圖文寫作過程。你是怎麼設計圖和文字的? 從頭開始，

無論是照片或是寫作開始都可以。 

Follow-up Questions 

9. What is your order of composing? Think about photo first or think about writing first? 

Why?  

你創作的順序是甚麼? 是先構思照片還是先想寫作? 為甚麼? 

10. Why did you choose this photo?  

你問甚麼想選這張這片? 

11. How did you feel when you were shooting the photo? 

當時你拍這張照片時，有什麼樣的感受嗎? 

12. Why did you want to describe the place? 

你為甚麼想要描寫這個地方? 

13. How did you decide which parts to describe in the photo? 

你是怎麼決定照片中哪些部分應該要描述的呢? 

14. Did you think of the order of describing the things in the scenery? If yes, how did you 

arrange them? Why? 

你有想過描述景物的順序嗎? 如果有，你是怎麼安排順序的? 為什麼呢? 

15. Why was it important to you? 

對你而言為什麼很重要? 
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16. Why did you choose this color tone?  

你為甚麼選擇這個顏色/色調? 

17. How do you make connection between the picture and the text?  

你是怎麼連結圖片與文字的呢? 

18. How do you come up with those ideas?  

你是怎麼樣想出這些點子的? 

19. Did you consider your purpose when you were composing?  

在你創作的過程中你有想到你的目的嗎? 

20. Did you consider your readers when you were composing? For example, did you 

concern the feelings or idea you want to bring to the readers?  

在你創作的過程中你有想到讀者嗎?比如你想要帶給讀者甚麼樣的想法或感覺

嗎? 

21. After your revision, I asked you to read each other’s writing and you draw the scenery 

according to the description. What do you think about the activity?  

在你們修改完後，我有請你們去看彼此的寫作並且根據描述畫出景色，你對於

這個活動有甚麼看法嗎? 

22. Did you have any difficulties in the composing process? If yes, what are they? 

你在創作過程有遇到任何困難嗎? 如果有的話是甚麼呢? 

 

Topic Domain 3: The Role of Visual  

Lead-off Question 2:  

What did you think about the experience of integrating pictures in writing descriptions of 

the scenery?  

你對於融入圖片在景物描述文的經驗中有什麼想法?  

Follow-up Questions: 

1. What might be the differences of your writing if you did not create the picture? 

如果你的寫作是沒有搭配圖片創作的話，你覺得你的作文在甚麼方面可能會不

一樣嗎? 

2. Is there any significance of reading pictures toward your writing?  

你覺得解析圖對你寫作方面有什麼樣的重要意義嗎? 

3. Is there any significance of visuals to your descriptive paragraphs of scenery? If yes, 

what is it? 

你認為圖像在你寫景物描寫文有無重要性?如果有的話是甚麼呢? 

4. Do you think visuals are necessary in your writing? Why or why not? 

你認為圖像在你此篇作文中有沒有存在的必要性? 為甚麼呢? 

 

Topic Domain 4: Changes of Ideas 

Lead-off Question 3:  

Compared to the first experience of multimodal writing, are there any different 

experiences, thoughts or feelings in writing descriptive paragraph?  
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跟第一次圖文寫作經驗比較，你覺得你在這次的創作經驗、想法或感受有什麼不同

或改變嗎? 

Follow-up Questions: 

1. Do you have different planning process of multimodal writing? If yes, what are they?  

你在規劃或設計的過程中有甚麼不同嗎? 如果有的話是什麼呢? 

2. Are there any different considerations when you were designing the picture? If yes, 

what are they?  

在圖片設計的構思或考量上有什麼改變嗎? 如果有的話是什麼呢? 

3. Are there any different difficulties when you were composing multimodal writing? 

這次圖文寫作有甚麼不同的困難嗎? 

4. Does creating picture provide different help for your writing? 

創作圖片對你寫作時的幫助有什麼改變嗎? 

5. Do you think the role or significance of picture in writing are different?  

你認為圖片在你寫作時的角色或意義有什麼改變嗎? 

6. Finally, do you have anything to add?  

最後你有什麼想補充說明的嗎? 

 

 

Third Interview Protocol 

Topic Domain 1: Conceptualize Visual Literacy  

Lead-off Question 1:  

After writing descriptive paragraph of a scenery, we learned visual analysis. What do you 

remember about the class I taught you how to find out the underlying meaning of the 

picture? 

在寫完景物的描寫文後，我們學了圖片分析，你記得我在教你們如何找出圖片的深

層意涵時都上了些甚麼或是做了甚麼活動嗎?  

Follow-up Questions 

1. I asked you to read the pictures and try to interpret the purpose and the meaning of the 

picture by clues. Please share with me how do to figure out the meaning at that time.  

我請你們透過線索讀圖片並且解讀它的意義和目的。請你分享你當初是如何想

出圖片的意義。 

2. We also played a board game. Do you remember what happened or what did you do?  

我們還有玩了桌遊。你記得發生些甚麼事或是我們做了什麼嗎? 

3. What is your thoughts about this experience?  

你對於這次經驗有何看法? 

4. Then, we learned narrative. What do you remember about the class I taught narrative? 

接下來我們學了敘述文，你記得我們都上了些甚麼或是做了甚麼活動嗎?  

5. 我請你們先解讀 Piggybook 的圖片你記得嗎? 可以請你分享你們如何想出圖片

要表達的意義嗎? 
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6. I asked you to analyze the pictures in Piggybook, do you remember? Could you share 

with me how you figure out the meaning of the pictures? 

7. Did you meet any difficulty? 你有遇到任何困難嗎? 

8. How do you think about this activity? 你對於這個活動的看法是甚麼? 

9. What is the role of picture in the story? 圖片在這故事的腳色是甚麼? 

10. For the final visual analysis, could you talk about how you wrote such analysis based 

on what kinds of clues you found in the picture? 你最後一堂課的圖片分析是從什

麼線索且寫出這樣的分析呢? 

11. Comparing with the visual analysis in the first week and that of the final week, do you 

there are any difference? If yes, what are they? 比較第一周跟最後一周寫的圖片分

析，你覺得你在寫作或是圖片分析有什麼不一樣嗎? 如果有，是什麼呢? 

 

Topic Domain 2: Composing Process of Multimodal Writing  

Lead-off Question 1:  

Please describe your composing process when you were writing narrative paragraphs with 

pictures. How did you design both pictures and the text? You can start from the 

beginning, either from the picture or the text.  

請描述你敘述文的創作圖文寫作的過程。你是怎麼設計圖和文字的? 從頭開始，無

論是圖片或是寫作開始都可以。 

Follow-up Questions 

1. What is your order of composing? Think about photo first or think about writing first? 

Why?  

你創作的順序是甚麼? 是先構思照片還是先想寫作? 為甚麼? 

2. How did you think up this topic? 

你是如何想出這個主題的? 

3. How did you think up the content of writing? 

你是如何想出寫作的內容? 

4. What is your purpose of writing? What do you want to tell to the readers? 

你寫作的目的是甚麼?你想要跟讀者表達甚麼? 

5. How did you design this picture?  

你是如何設計這張圖的? 

6. Why did you choose this picture? What does it represent?  

你為甚麼選這個圖?他代表甚麼嗎? 

7. How do you make connection between the picture and the text?  

你是怎麼連結圖片與文字的呢? 

 

Topic Domain 3: The Role of Visual and Visual Literacy  

Lead-off Question 2:  
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What did you think about the experience of integrating pictures in writing narrative 

paragraphs? You can talk about how you feel or your opinions toward visuals before, 

during, and after the multimodal writing. 

你對於融入圖片在敘述文的經驗中有什麼想法嗎?你可以說說自己在創作前、中、後

對圖片的感受或想法。 

Follow-up Questions: 

1. What may be the factors influencing your design of picture? 

當你在創作圖片時，有什麼樣的因素會影響你嗎? 

2. When you were designing, did you think of what elements you wanted to add in the 

picture? 

你在設計時有想要加入什麼元素在圖片中嗎? 

3. Did you consider your purpose when you were composing?  

在你創作的過程中你有想到你的目的嗎? 

4. Did you consider your readers when you were composing? For example, did you 

concern the feelings or idea you want to bring to the readers?  

在你創作的過程中你有想到讀者嗎?比如你想要帶給讀者甚麼樣的想法或感覺

嗎? 

5. We have a peer review and you read each other’s picture last time. Did you have any 

thoughts about your readers’ opinions toward your pictures and words? What do you 

think about their interpretations?  

我們上次有請同學互相看你們的圖文，那讀者對於以文字和圖片的創作有甚麼

想法嗎?你對他們的解讀有甚麼看法? 

6. Did you have any difficulties in the composing process? If yes, what are they? 

你在創作過程有遇到任何困難嗎? 如果有的話是甚麼呢? 

7. What is the difference between words and words with pictures in writing narration?  

你覺得純文字與圖文搭配的敘述文寫作差別在哪裡? 

8. What might be the differences of your writing if you did not create the picture? 

如果你的寫作是沒有搭配圖片創作的話，你覺得你的作文在甚麼方面可能會不

一樣嗎? 

9. Is there any significance of reading pictures toward your writing?  

你覺得解析圖對你寫作方面有什麼樣的重要意義嗎? 

10. What is your opinion toward designing pictures for your writing?  

你對於為你的寫作設計圖片有什麼樣的想法嗎? 

11. Do writing influence your design of pictures?  

寫作對你圖片的設計與創作有甚麼影響嗎? 

12. Is there any significance of visuals to your narration? If yes, what is it? 

你認為圖像在你寫敘述文有無重要性?如果有的話是甚麼呢? 

13. Do you think visuals are necessary in your writing? Why or why not? 

你認為圖像在你此篇作文中有沒有存在的必要性? 為甚麼呢? 
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14. What is the significance of pictures or the role of picture in this writing?  

圖片在寫作中對你的意義或是角色是甚麼? 

 

Topic Domain 3: Changes of Ideas 

Lead-off Question 3:  

Compared to the previous two experiences of multimodal writing, are there any different 

experiences, thoughts or feelings in writing narrative paragraphs?  

跟前兩次圖文寫作經驗比較，你覺得你在這次的敘述文創作經驗、想法或感受有什

麼不同或改變嗎? 

Follow-up Questions: 

1. Do you have different planning process of multimodal writing? If yes, what are they?  

你在規劃或設計的過程中有甚麼不同嗎? 如果有的話是什麼呢? 

2. Are there any different considerations when you were designing the picture? If yes, 

what are they?  

在圖片設計的構思或考量上有什麼改變嗎? 如果有的話是什麼呢? 

3. Are there any different difficulties when you were composing multimodal writing? 

這次圖文寫作有甚麼不同的困難嗎? 

4. Does creating picture provide different help for your writing? 

創作圖片對你寫作時的幫助有什麼改變嗎? 

5. Do you think the role or significance of picture in writing are different?  

你認為圖片在你寫作時的角色或意義有什麼改變嗎? 

6. Could you use a metaphor to describe your experience of creating process or the 

significance of using the picture?  

能否請你用一個比喻來描述你創作過程的經驗或是使用圖片對你的意義是什麼? 

7. In the last class, we had some practices on how to create visuals. What is your opinion 

on this activity? 

我們在最後一堂課練習圖片創作，你對於這個活動的看法是甚麼? 

8. I asked you to change or adjust your design of the picture, what are the changes you 

made? 

我請你們改變或是調整你們的圖片，你做了哪些改變呢? 

9. Why did you want to adjust in this way? Is there any significant to you? 

你為甚麼想要做這樣的改變? 對你而言有甚麼重要性? 

10. I also asked you to write your analysis of the pictures. Could you share with me how 

did you intepret the pictures? 

我還有請你們寫圖片分析，請你分享你是如何解讀圖片的。 

11. Are there any different thoughts from the first analysis? 

和第一次分析圖片時看法有甚麼不同? 

12. Do you change your idea about visual literacy? 

你對於圖片素養的認知有什麼改變嗎? 
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13. Do you change your cognition about multimodal writing? 

你對於圖文寫作的認知有什麼改變嗎? 

14. In the questionnaire, you wrote that you wrote better in the second multimodal 

writing, description of a scenery. Could you tell me why you think so? 在問卷中，

你寫你認為你在第二篇的風景描寫創作表現比較好。你能說說看原因嗎? 

15. Do you have anything to add?  

你有什麼想補充說明的嗎? 

 




